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Popular Science Summary

If DNA is the genetic code, proteins are the resulting products from this code. ey
are all unique with a certain structure which is intimately connected to their bio-
logical function. is is encrypted in the sequence. e sequence is the ordering
of how individual building blocks, the amino acids, are arranged. is ends up
in a complex, mosaic surface with regions of different kinds. ese regions can
be either attractive, repulsive or neutral giving rise to “finger-print”-like identity of
each protein. e forces which are operating between proteins originates from the
“finger-print”-like surface distribution of the amino acids. is is highly important
to understand since most of protein functions, solution behavior such as aggrega-
tion, self-association and crystallization, are direct consequences of the forces.

In this work, we have investigated and determined what is the hidden mechanism
behind intrinsic protein attractions, i.e. attractive forces which acts to push pro-
teins closer, such as in formation of a protein complex or in an aggregates found in
neurodegenerative diseases.

In particular we wanted to understand asymmetric, patchy, attractions where the
forces are unevenly distributed. We have found, from studies of a model protein,
lactoferrin, a new mechanism behind such directional patchy interactions. We have
nice agreement between computer model calculations and experiments showing
how the protein in a delicate balance uses its amino acids to exactly regulate the
patch which also determines the solution behavior and new intriguing structures
have been found.

iii





Chapter 

Introduction

Protein interactions

Proteins are large biomolecules of fundamental importance involved in the bio-
logic machinery in all living organisms. eir function is broad including the con-
struction of cytoskeleton , catalyzing metabolic reactions, conveying signals be-
tween cells or transferring molecules, to mention a few. e differences in activi-
ties of proteins are primarily originating from their constituents, which are amino
acids. Proteins are built of amino acids that are linked through peptide bonds be-
tween amine and carboxylic groups forming the backbone chain. e side chains or
residues of these natural amino acids are unique and used in categorizing the amino
acids. e side chains are either hydrophilic which includes chargeable and neutral
residues, or hydrophobic. Proteins fold into specific tertiary structures determined
from the sequence of amino acids, and they function by interacting in a complex
fashion with other proteins or bio-molecules.

Repulsive interactions between proteins are essential to maintain stability of protein
solutions, for example in food applications where emulsions are stabilized by adding
polysaccharide chains. Attractive interactions between proteins are also important,
one example is in protein crystallization because in a protein crystal monomers are
arranged in a tight, periodic fashion. Directional attractions are also behind the
formation of large multi-protein complexes , such as the major histocompatibility
complex, MHC-I, which are responsible for the specific immune system. e abil-
ity of proteins to target specific chemicals due to attractive forces is widely used in
formulation of drugs. However, it is a challenging task to understand the mech-
anisms behind protein interactions–. is is further complicated by the fact that
protein interactions can be sensitive on the level of specific amino acids . e level





of complexity originates from each protein having a unique tertiary structure accom-
panied by an irregular distribution of different types of amino acids which can be
charged, neutral or hydrophobic depending on the solution conditions. e irregu-
lar surface distribution of amino acids results in an interaction landscape consisting
of charged, uncharged and hydrophobic regions or patches. ese mosaic patterns
of amino acid residues together with the protein shape contribute in a complex way
to the overall protein interactions.

Understanding of interactions in general is crucial since they are responsible for
the overall phase behavior of a system including phenomena such as crystallization,
aggregation, and phase separation,,.

Exactly how the regions or patches correlate with simpler colloidal models of spheres
decorated with attractive regions is hard to see. Again, in the case of protein crys-
tallization, previous studies showed that the nature of contact amino acids is a key
factor in growth of protein crystals  and that the protein interactions involved in
crystallization should be described as patchy contact sites .

In the past, most of the understanding on protein phase or solution behavior comes
from isotropic interaction models such as the hard sphere potential, used to pre-
dict crystal-nucleation rates  and the adhesive hard sphere (AHS) potential from
Baxter . ese are colloidal models which have been successfully employed in the
understanding of phase diagrams of some globular proteins –.

Introducing patchy attractions is expected to give rise to a very different phase or
solution behavior compared to isotropically interacting colloids. ey predict a vast
array of new phases depending on the number of patch and size –. Attempts have
been made to describe protein interactions with an anisotropic attraction models.
However, how to go from a protein to a more coarse-grained representation is non-
trivial and a framework is lacking.

Furthermore, dissecting the overall interactions to grasp the main contributor is
difficult since the intermolecular interactions are combined in a complex manner.
One experimentally accessible quantity probing the molecular interactions is the
osmotic second virial coefficient, B2

–. To distinguish each contribution to the
overall interactions is not feasible from singular B2. is however, do not prevent it
from being an important quantity capable of discriminating between overall attrac-
tions and overall repulsions. It can be obtained from static light scattering experi-
ments, and from measurements of the osmotic pressure of the system. Com-
bining experiments, colloidal theories and computer simulations together is needed
to understand protein interactions and predict protein phase diagrams –.





Figure .: Monte Carlo model of lactoferrin where amino acids are represented as a col-
lection of beads. Neutral amino acids are depicted as white spheres, cationic as
black spheres and anionic as grey spheres. e left protein has the deeper groove
pointing towards us and the right protein shows the other side.

Model protein lactoferrin

In this study, lactoferrin was chosen as a model system based on previous Monte-
Carlo (MC) simulations which had discovered a highly directional attraction be-
tween lactoferrin molecules. It is a water-soluble globular glycoprotein with a
molecular weight of  kDa that is abundant in various secretory fluids such as
tears, saliva, and in milk with excellent antimicrobial properties. Colostrum,
the first milk given to newborn babies of mammals, contains a particularly high
concentration of lactoferrin serving as the front line of defense for the newborn.
It is also present in neutrophils, the white blood cells involved in the innate im-
mune system. Human colostrum contains the highest lactoferrin concentration
in mammals followed by cow milk, which motivates studying lactoferrin from a
biological side.

We have chosen to work with bovine holo-lactoferrin whose structure is more con-
served than apo-lactoferrin. e resolved crystal structure of lactoferrin presents
a peanut shape composed of two domains with the long axis around  nm and short
axis of around  nm, molecular weight of  kDa, as figure . shows.





Outline and purpose of thesis

e overall goal of this thesis is to improve our understanding of protein attractions
based on the model protein lactoferrin. Here experimental observations are com-
bined with Monte Carlo simulations and integral equation theory. I start with a
description of the preparation procedures of the protein, given in more detail than
are found in the papers. Next, I describe the techniques which are used in the
experiments and related theory.

One particular aim of the thesis was to elucidate which mechanism dominates pro-
tein attractions. Guided by Monte Carlo simulations of lactoferrin a directional
short-range attraction was investigated in paper I. Experimentally the attraction
was shown to be a highly directional short-range electrostatic attraction manifested
as a nonmonotonic behavior of B2 as a function of ionic strength. Similar non-
monotonic behavior of B2 has also been observed in other protein systems pointing
to some level of generality,.

Further we show in paper II how the isothermal compressibility, S(0) measured
by SAXS and SLS, displays a maximum as a function of volume fraction when
the patch attraction is operating. Intentionally, we wrongfully apply a conventional
AHS model to explain how the behavior is signaled as an unphysical adaption of the
attraction strength as a function of volume fraction. Instead the Wertheim integral
equation theory– provides a dimerization mechanism explaining the behavior
of S(0) without any unphysical adjustment.

In paper III we investigate the phase diagram under patchy conditions in terms of
protein concentration. Patchy short-range attractions in spherical models produce
rich phase diagrams which is also found in the lactoferrin system when the patch
directional attraction is active. A new stripe-like phase was investigated and imaged
using mainly cryo-TEM.

At the end we turn our attention to titration experiments and charge capacitance,
which are related to the charge regulation mechanism. Charge regulation is di-
rectly linked to the protein’s charge capacitance and in paper IV we determined
capacitance from experiments and compared with simulations on lactoferrin.





Chapter 

Materials

Bovine lactoferrin was purchased in powder from Morinaga Milk Industry Co. Ltd.,
Japan with a purity above %. A systematic procedure of dissolving, purifying,
and changing the buffers was established. A detailed description is given here on
the purification and stabilization intended to serve as a future reference.

We use exclusively monovalent buffers to modulate the buffer pH. In the acidic
pH range from pH -, NaOAc was used. At a higher range from pH -, Tris
was chosen. e contribution of ionic strength from buffer is taken into account
by using the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation. e buffer chemicals used in the
experiments were purchased from Sigma company in powder form. Prepared buffer
solutions were filtered with . µm and stored in a refrigerator at  ◦C prior to use.

. Buffer preparation

Buffer solution was composed of  mM target buffer (Tris or NaOAc in most cases
in our study) which was the smallest amount of buffer needed to provide stable
pH values which ensured that the ionic strength was mainly set by added salt and
not the buffer components. Furthermore,  mM NaN3 was added to prevent the
growth of bacteria. is recipe was applied to prepare all buffers. e target pH
was adjusted by adding HCl or NaOH. e contribution from each species in the
buffer solution to the total ionic strength, [I], was taken into account according to
the equation .

I =
1
2

n∑
i=1

kiz2i , (.)





where i is the index of ion species, n is the total number of ion species, ki is the
molar concentration of i-th species, zi is the number of charges (valency) of i-th
species. e desired ionic strength is achieved by adding NaCl. Adjusting the pH
by adding acid or base also contributes to the total ionic strength which thus restricts
the available pH range at low ionic strength, for example, adding HCl to reach a
low pH may exceed the desired ionic strength because of adding Cl−.

e contribution to the total ionic strength from buffer components is taken into
account by using the acidic dissociation constant and calculating the concentration
of the ionized buffer or conjugate base as following

HA+H2O ⇌ A− +H3O+ (.)

where HA is the weak acid and A− is the conjugate base which contributes to the
total ionic strength. e way of calculating the concentration of A− is described by
the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation

pH = pKa + log10

( [A−]

[HA]

)
(.)

pKa is the acidic dissociation constant of the corresponding weak acid, [A−] and
[HA] are the concentration of the conjugate base and the weak acid. In order to
calculate [A−], equation . gives

[A−] = 10pH−pKa [HA] (.)

. Purify and concentrate the protein solution

Powder lactoferrin was dissolved in NaOAc buffer at pH ., ionic strength  mM,
with the initial concentration of  mg/mL. e protein solution was equilibrated for
at least  hours to have an adequate amount of monomers dissolved. is original
protein solution is referred to as the mother stock solution. When the mother stock
solution is ready, the first step is to filter it by using AMICON centrifugal filters
with a cutoff of  kDa in a centrifuge ( rpm,  minutes). e following step
is to immediately transfer the filtrates out from  kDa filter tubes into  kDa
filter tubes ( rpm,  minutes) in order to concentrate the purified protein
solution.

Buffer exchange was undertaken when needed by repeatedly adding target buffer
in  kDa filters until the filtrates reached the same pH as the target buffer. An
example is shown in figure .. e purity of the final protein solution was examined
by dynamic light scattering (DLS). Samples were stored in  ◦C for further research
work.
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Figure .: pH of filtrates after each washing step, red circle. Dash line is the pH of washing
buffer.

. Protein characterization

In order to know the protein concentration accurately, the extinction coefficient
of lactoferrin was measured on a spectrophotometer. Also, the protein density was
measured on a densitometer in order to convert mass concentration to volume frac-
tion. e stability of lactoferrin in terms of structural conformation was character-
ized by using circular dichroism. e stability of protein solution, i.e. aggregation
or degradation over time, was inspected by both circular dichroism and DLS. e
aim of testing the stability was to locate the pH where protein starts to denature.

.. UV-Vis spectrophotometer

e extinction coefficient of a protein, ε, measured on a UV-Vis spectrophotometer
satisfies a linear relation between protein concentration and the amount of light
absorbed according to the Beer-Lambert’s law

A = εcl (.)

where A is the absorbance, c is the protein concentration which depends on the unit
of ε, and l is the beam path-length which is  cm in our work.

e protein concentration is typically calculated by measuring absorbance A at
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Figure .: Abbsorbance, at wavelength  nm, as a function of protein concentration.
Symbols are date, line is linear fit. Samples are in buffer NaOAc, pH . and
ionic strength  mM .

wavelength of  nm with a known ε. us, the accuracy of determination of
protein concentration depends on the accuracy of extinction coefficient.

We performed a careful dry-mass concentration determination on a large volume
of protein sample to obtain the initial protein concentration accurately in weight
fraction. A concentration series was prepared from this sample based on mass ratio.
By measuring the absorbance on the series, the extinction coefficient was extracted
from the slope of the absorbance as a function of protein concentration as it is
shown in figure .. In this figure, the linear fitting of the data gives an extinction
coefficient of . in the unit of cm−1 on the basis of monomeric weight fraction.

e instrument used was a Cary  Bio spectrophotometer, from Agilent Tech-
nologies, Inc. An external thermocontrol was implemented, and all the experi-
ments were performed at  ◦C. Before the measurements start, spectrophotometer
is switched on for one hour to stabilize the light emission. Sample is measured in a
quartz cuvette with a light pass length of  cm. e ultra-violet (UV) light is selected
to start from  nm and end at  nm. e detector of this instrument will be
saturated when the absorbance is above . and the lower limit is at ..
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Figure .: e inverse total density plotted as a function of protein concentration in weight
fraction (black dots) with linear fit (red line). Samples are in NaOAc buffer, pH
. and ionic strength  mM.

.. Protein density

Protein density is needed in order to convert the protein concentration in weight
faction to weight per volume, or volume faction. e Density-meter used to mea-
sure the density of the protein solution was a DMA  from Anton Paar. e
temperature was kept at  ◦C. e following equation was utilized to extract the
protein density from the density of protein solution

ρ−1
tot = (ρ−1

pro − ρ−1
sol ) · c+ ρ−1

sol , (.)

where ρ−1
tot , ρ−1

pro and ρ−1
sol are the inverse density of the protein solution, the inverse

protein density and the inverse solvent density, respectively, and c is the protein
concentration given in weight fraction. Equation . contains the protein density
in the slope of ρ−1

tot as a function of c as it is shown in figure ... e protein
density of lactoferrin obtained from our experiment was . g/cm3.

.. Stability of protein conformation

Proteins have their native conformation within a certain pH range,. e stabil-
ity of lactoferrin with respect to denaturation or partial unfolding was investigated
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using circular dichroism (CD). Lactoferrin is stable at various conditions in vivo
with an isoelectric point of about , therefore the lactoferrin denaturation point
is expected at extreme pH. Glycine (Gly) buffer was prepared for pH below  and
methylamine (MMA) buffer for pH above . Protein concentration was around
. mg/mL giving good signal to noise ratio. All samples were measured in a . cm
quartz cuvette at  ◦C.

Two positive control experiments were included for comparison. One is lactoferrin
in NaOAc solution at pH . and ionic strength  mM, where the protein structure
is fully intact. e other is lactoferrin in  M of urea, where the protein is fully
untangled. A pH point where protein starts denaturing should give a spectrum in
between the spectra of the two controls as it is shown in figure ..

e CD spectra of protein solutions at pH . buffered by methylamine and at pH
. buffered by glycine do not differ from the spectra of protein solution buffered
by NaOAc, the control experiment. is was interpreted as that in the pH range
from . to ., the protein keeps its native conformation. e spectra at pH .
and pH . are referring to a certain degree of protein conformational loss because
they are close to the control of  M urea. Overall this experiment suggests that the
denaturation process of lactoferrin starts between pH . and pH ..

Regarding the stability of protein conformation, it should be noted that it can be
permanently altered by long time X-ray exposure which imposes a physical dam-





age on the protein interior structure. Although this issue is commonly known in
literature it is often ignored.

.. Stability of protein solution

We examined the protein solution stability over time searching for signs of any pos-
sible aggregation or degradation process. DLS provides the hydrodynamic radius
of proteins (section .), which is used to monitor the changes of apparent protein
size. Hydrodynamic radius does not necessarily represent the true size of a protein
but well servers the purpose of indicating any size changes because of aggregation
or degradation over time.
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Figure .: Hydrodynamic radius at five protein concentrations as a function of time in
days. e protein solutions are in NaOAc buffer with a pH of . and ionic
strength of  mM.
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Figure .: Circular dichroism measurements performed on the same sample twice (red
line and black line) with a time gap of a month. Protein is in NaOAc buffer,
pH . and ionic strength  mM.

e protein solutions scrutinized by DLS on a time scale of days as it is shown in
figure . demonstrate a constant hydrodynamic radius around  nm. is shows
that within the time scale of one month, protein solutions in NaOAc buffer with a
pH of . and ionic strength of  mM remain stable. is is satisfactory for long
term experiments.

Another indicator of protein solution being stable over time is the CD measure-
ments. It is expected that aggregation or degradation modifies protein conformation
which in turn changes the CD spectra. As the figure . shows, spectra recorded
with a time difference of a month on the same sample are close to identical proving
that the protein has a conserved structure during this time in NaOAc buffer at pH
of . and ionic strength of  mM.

e circular dichroism (CD) instrument is type PTC-WI from JASCO Corpo-
ration. β-sheet, α-helix and random coil structure have distinct absorption patterns
in the wavelength region between  nm and  nm, which is used to quantify
the abundance of the proteins having the above mentioned secondary structures.
Peltier cell holder which allows for temperature control of  ◦C.





Chapter 

eory and Methods

is chapter introduces a number of techniques that have been used throughout
this work. It briefly describes the integral equation theory used, and gives an intro-
duction to Monte Carlo (MC) simulations.

. Small-angle scattering

In small-angle light and X-ray scattering experiments the scattered intensity, I(q),
is measured as a function of scattering vector q, defined as

q =
4πn
λ

sin
θ

2
, (.)

where λ is the beam wavelength, n the index of refraction in light scattering and θ
is the scattering angle. A suspension composed of monodisperse particles has the
scattered intensity expressed as

I(q) = nP(q)S(q), (.)

here n is the number density of the particles defined as number of particles per
volume, N/V, P(q) is the form factor and S(q) is the structure factor.

e form factor relates to the square of the form amplitude |f(q)|2 which reads for
a spherical particle with a radius of a as

f(q) = 4π
a∫

0

r2(ϱ(r)− ϱsolv)
sinqr
qr

dr, (.)





where ϱ stands for scattering length density, ϱ(r) refers to particle and ϱsolv refers to
solvent. e ability of a particle to scatter radiation is determined by its scattering
length density which is in turn determined by its internal structure. Hence P(q)
is determined by the shape, size and internal density profile of the particle. In X-
ray scattering, due to the short wavelength, P(q) resolves the conformation of a
nano-scaled object.

e structure factor S(q) is the Fourier transform related to the radial distribution
function g(r) as

S(q) = 1 + 4π
N
V

∞∫
0

[g(r)− 1]r2
sinqr
qr

dr (.)

e radial distribution function g(r) defines how the number density, N
V g(r), at

distance r is influenced by a particle at r = 0. us S(q) contains the information
about interactions and correlations between particles.

P(q) is determined experimentally in a dilute condition where particles are not cor-
related, I(q) ≈ nP(q). S(q) is obtained by dividing the scattered intensity measured
on a concentrated system by scattered intensity of a dilute system as

S(q) =
I(q)conc
I(q)dilu

Ndilu

Nconc
, (.)

where I(q) is the measured intensity, Ndilu/Nconc is the protein concentration ra-
tio. e limit of S(q), q → 0, probes the whole ensemble and is related to the
isothermal compressibility. S(0) grows when the system is attractive indicating an
increased compressibility. For isotropic repulsions, S(0) is monotonically decreased
indicating a decreased compressibility.

Such a valuable information as the molecular weight is contained in the absolute
scattered intensity. For light scattering it is expressed via the Rayleigh ratio. e
method of calculating the absolute intensity is the same for X-ray scattering and
light scattering, which is

I abs
par = (Isam − Ibac)

Iref
I abs
ref

(.)

All measured intensities are transmission corrected. In order to obtain the absolute
intensity of the particles, the measured intensity of a sample with the contribution
from background subtracted is corrected by an absolute scaling factor which is cal-
culated by dividing the measured intensity of a reference by the known absolute
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Figure .: e absolute scattered intensity of lactoferrin as a function of q. Black, red and
blue circles correspond to SAXS measurements. Green circles correspond to
SLS measurements. Samples are in Tris buffer, ionic strength  mM and pH
.

intensity of the reference. For SLS and SAXS, toluene and water are the commonly
used references, respectively.

Absolute scaling of SLS and SAXS intensities does not imply that they have similar
order of magnitude as shown in figure .. e scattering ability depends on the
scattering length density of the particles, which is physically different between light
scattering and X-ray scattering experiments. In the light scattering experiments,
the light propagation is altered by the refractive index while in the X-ray scattering
experiments, electron density determines the scattering ability.

SAXS was measured on a Ganesha XL (JJ X-ray Systems). Temperate was con-
trolled at  ◦C. SLS was performed on a ALV with ALV/CGS-F goniometer,
ALV- correlator, from Germany (ALV GmbH). Temperature was controlled
to have  ◦C for both SLS and SAXS.





. Second virial coefficient

A small-q virial expansion of S(q), employing the power series of sinqr/qr in equa-
tion ., results in

S(q) = 1 − 2
N
V
B2 +

2
3
π
N
V
q2C+ · · · (.)

when it is combined with an expansion in number density. Here B2 is a widely used
property for assessing particle interactions, termed the second virial coefficient. It
is defined as

B2 = 2π
∞∫

0

(1 − e−u(r)/(kBT))r2dr, (.)

where N and V are the number of particles and the volume of the particle, u(r) is
a pairwise potential, kBT is the thermal energy at temperature T, r is the particles
center-to-center distance. B2 indicates attraction when it is negative and repulsion
when it is positive.

e second virial coefficient, B2, is experimentally accessible from SLS by construct-
ing a Zimm-plot using the following relation

Kc
Rθ

=
1
Mw

+
2NAB2

M2
w

c, (.)

where K is the optical constant, c is the concentration of the particles, Rθ is the
Rayleigh ratio, NA is Avogadro’s number and Mw is the molecular weight.

e optical constant K is defined as

K =
4π2n2

0(dn/dc)2

NAλ4 , (.)

where n0 is the refractive index of the solvent, dn/dc is the increment of refractive
index of the protein solution as a function of protein concentration determined by
using refractometer (Abbe /ED). e linear dependence corresponding to .
is shown in figure .. e measured dn/dc gives a value of .×−4m3kg−1,
which agrees with literature.

Rθ is the Rayleigh ratio at the angle θ. Lactoferrin system has a weakly pronounced
q-dependence on the conventional Zimm-plot due to the fact that the scattered
intensity does not depend on the scattering angle as it is shown in figure ., which
is also referred to as the Debye plot.
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An example of applying equation . for calculating molecular weight is shown in





figure . by plotting Kc/Rθ=90◦ as a function of c. e molecular weight Mw can
be obtained from the intercept at zero concentration, second virial coefficient B2
can be extracted from the slope.
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Figure .: Kc/R90 as a function of c. Line is the linear fit. Sample is in Tris buffer, pH 
and ionic strength  mM.

e necessary conditions of applying the equation . are ) q is in the Guinier
range, and ) low enough particle concentration so that pairwise interactions dom-
inate in the solution.





. Dynamic light scattering

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) records how the scattered intensity I(q, τ) evolves as
a function of time by correlating the scattered intensity at time  with the scattered
intensity at time τ , which is defined as the intensity auto-correlation function
(ACF)

g(2)(q, τ) ≡ ⟨I(q, 0)I(q, τ)⟩
⟨I(q)⟩2

, (.)

where ⟨I(q, 0)I(q, τ)⟩ is the ACF defined as

lim
T →∞

1
T

T∫
0

I(q, t) I(q, t+ τ)dt (.)

is implies the ACF contains information about how much the scattered intensity
at time t correlates with the scattered intensity at time t+τ , where τ is a delay time.

e intensity ACF is related to the field ACF g(1)(q, τ) through Siegert relation

g(2)(q, τ)1 + β|g(1)(q, τ)|2, (.)

where β ≤ 1 is the deviation from ideal correlation function depending on the ge-
ometry of instrument. e information about Brownian motion which introduces
fluctuations of particles’ positions known as diffusion is contained in g(1)(q, τ)
when it is evaluated during a short time period under the condition that the system
represents monodisperse spherical particles

g(1)(q, τ) = e−q2D(q)τ , (.)

where D(q) is the diffusion constant. In the limit of infinite dilute concentration,
D0 is applied to calculate hydrodynamic radius via the Stokes-Einstein equation

D0 =
kBT

6πηrh
, (.)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, η is the viscosity of the
solvent and rh is the hydrodynamic radius which is calculated from measuring D0
and η.

Figure . shows the raw scattered intensity I(q, τ) in the upper panel. I(q, τ)
fluctuates around its mean value < I(q, τ) >. e bottom panel shows that I(t)
loses its correlation with I(t + τ) with time. e correlation function starts at
< I2 > and decays to < I >2.





DLS is performed on the same instrument ALV as SLS experiments. Temperature
was controlled to be at  ◦C.
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as a function of time. Bottom panel is the intensity auto-correlation function
as a function of time.





. Integral equation theory

In an equilibrium system the distribution of particles can be calculated approx-
imately using integral theory. Interactions between particles lead to correlations
between particle positions. Modeling scattering requires only correlations depend-
ing on two position coordinates contained in the radial distribution function g(r)
(see equation .). e correlation can be divided into direct and indirect parts.
is division results in the Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) equation

h(r1, r2) = c(r1, r2) +

∫
c(r1, r3)n(r3)h(r3, r2)dr3 (.)

e total correlation between a particle at r1 and another particle at r2 is given by
h(r1, r2) = g(r1, r2) − 1. e first term on the right-hand side of equation .
represents the direct influence and the second term comprises the indirect influence,
which is transmitted via a third particle. is third particle exerts a direct influence
via c(r1, r3. In addition, the number of particles at position r3 is altered by the
presence of the particle at r2, which accounts for the remainder of the indirect
correlation. Finally, the third particle is allowed to be anywhere in the available
volume, which explains the integration.

To solve the OZ equation, one needs an additional relation between the total and
direct correlation functions, a so-called closure relation. Two common closure func-
tions are introduced here. e Hypernetted Chain (HNC) approximation is a well
established closure that usually works well for long-range repulsion. It is given by

g(r) ≈ e−u(r)/kT+h(r)−c(r) (.)

e Percus-Yevick (PY) approximation is usually preferred when dealing with short-
range interactions. It is given by

g(r) ≈ e−u(r)/kT[1 + h(r)− c(r)] (.)

Note that these closures introduce the pair potential that is absent from the OZ
equation.

.. Numerical solution of the integral equation theory

For isotropic, homogeneous systems the OZ function can be simplified as

h(r) = c(r) +
∫

c(r′)nh(|r− r′|)dr′, (.)





where r and r′ are the different correlation distances, and n is the number density.

is equation can be solved numerically by iteration. In practice, the following
procedures can be adopted, here exemplified for the PY closure.

. the continuous function γ(r) = h(r) − c(r) is used to reformulate the OZ
equation and the closure relation as

c(r) = (e−u(r)/kT − 1)(γ(r) + 1)

. with an initial guessing for γ(r), c(r) is determined and Fourier transformed
numerically.

. numerically Fourier transform the OZ function, which can be written as

γ̃(k) = (ñc 2(k))/(1 − ñc(k))

e variable k is here the Fourier transform variable conjugate to r.

. back Fourier transform the results from step  to obtain a new γ(r) to restart
the iteration from step  until the γ(r) function converges.

.. Modeling patchiness

To model the patchiness of the attractive interaction between lactoferrin molecules,
a reformulated integral equation theory due to Wertheim has been implemented–.
It considers dimers as separate species of the system in addition to monomers. is
is schematically shown in figure ..
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Figure .: Spherical particles of diameter D have been given an attractive site position at
d = |d| from the center with a range of attraction characterized by A along the
site-site separation vector separated by center-center distance r.





Dimers are considered to exist whenever the small off-center spheres in figure .
overlap. e Wertheim theory requires that A, d and D satisfy the following con-
ditions

0 < A + 2d− D < (2 −
√

3)d ≤ 0.134D (.)

in order to ensure that only dimers and no larger aggregates can form due to the
patch attraction. In this case the OZ equation has been derived by Wertheim as

hij(r) = cij(r) +
∑
k=0,1
l=0,1

∫
cik(r′)ρklhlj(|r− r′|)dr′, (.)

where h00(r) and c00(r) are (orientationally averaged) monomer-monomer corre-
lation functions. Similarly, h01(r), h10(r), c01(r) and c10(r) are monomer-dimer
correlation functions and h11(r) and c11(r) are dimer-dimer correlation functions.
Also, in equation ., n00 is the total number density, n01 = n10 is the monomer
number density, and n11 = 0.

In addition, Wertheim has derived HNC- and PY-like closures, which have been
found to produce almost identical results, at least when the volume fraction is below
.. Another model, the Baxter’s adhesive hard sphere , which just incorporates
an isotropic short-range attraction, is also used in this work.





. Monte Carlo simulations

e Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) simulations use lactoferrin crystal structure
(PDB BLF) to model the protein as a rigid body. Simulations were used to calcu-
late the Helmholtz interaction free energy in aqueous salt solution. e atomistic
amino acids were coarse-grained to spheres, centered on the center of mass of fully
resolved residues. e canonical (NVT ) ensemble was computed having transla-
tional, rotational MC moves and proton swap moves on ionizable sites.

Salt is treated explicitly in the titration simulations, while in the two body simu-
lations it is treated implicitly. e effective interaction potential is described as

βu =
N∑
i ̸=j

λBzizj exp (−κrij)/rij + 4βϵ
[
(σij/rij)12 − (σij/rij)6

]

+

Np∑
i

(pH − pKa,i) ln 10, (.)

where N and Np represent all the residues and residues that can be protonated,
respectively. κ−1 and λB are the Debye length and Bjerrum length, respectively.
Debye length describes the length scale of the exponential decay of the electrostatic
interactions. Bjerrum length defines a length scale where the electrostatic interac-
tion is comparable with thermal energy. z is the valencies of the particles, βϵ is
the strength of Lennard-Jones potential, which has a well established value .
for lactoferrin system,, σij is the mean particle diameter, rij is the inter-residue
distances, β−1 = kBT is the thermal energy, and pKa,i are the acid dissociation con-
stants of titratable amino acid i. e pKa values of chargeable amino acid residues
are listed in table ..

Table .: pH values at the isoelectric point of the amino acids in water at  ◦C

Amino acid Arginine Histidine Lysine Aspartic acid Glutamic acid

pI 10.76 7.64 9.47 2.98 3.08

e angular averaged pair distribution function is calculated from sampling the
protein-protein center of mass separations, g(r) = exp(−βw(r)). e long-range
part of the potential of mean force is fitted to the Debye-Hückel expression to extend
the g(r) and suppress the statistical noise. Integration of g(r) gives the osmotic
second virial coefficient.

B2 = −2π
∫ ∞

0
(g(r)− 1) r2dr. (.)





. Protein titration

Protein titration is composed of an acidic titration from pH= to pH= and a basic
titration from pH= to pH=. A complete titration is not feasible in one experi-
ment due to the difficulty of preparing samples at extreme pH. Protein denaturation
occurs in between pH . and . (see section ..). High pH is hard to maintain
due to the absorption of CO2.

e consumption of titrant by the bulk is removed by solving the following equation{ ±nt = [H+]fVf − [H+]iVi + [OH−]iVi − [OH−]fVf ,
nt = (Vf − Vi)ct .

where nt is the molar number of titrant, ± depends on the type of titrant, [H+]i and
[H+]f are the concentrations of protons before and after adding the titrant. Proton
concentration [H+] is calculated from pH via pH =−log10[H+]. e hydroxide ions
[OH−] are obtained by using the water dissociate constant, [H+][OH−] = 13.998
at 25◦C.

Protein is fully protonated at low pH manifested as a titration plateau. However
in our measurements the experimental titration curves do not show a satisfactory
plateau. eoretical fit at low pH to the experimental titration curves provides the
shift to the absolute scale where titration curves start at fully protonated state. is
is done by applying

nH+ = NAsp
enAsp(pH−pKaAsp)

1 + enAsp(pH−pKaAsp)
+ NGlu

enGlu(pH−pKaGlu)

1 + enGlu(pH−pKaGlu)
(.)

where NAsp and NGlu are numbers of aspartic acid (Asp) and glutamic acid (Glu) in
lactoferrin, respectively, pKaAsp and pKaGlu are acidic dissociation constants of Asp
and Glu, respectively. We consider fitting for only Asp and Glu at low pH because
they have the lowest pKa among the chargeable amino acid residues.

It is experimentally challenging to obtain the titration plateau. is is due to the
disturbance from protein denaturation and background noise from titrating water
at low pH.

Taking the derivative of the protein titration curve provides the capacitance

C = − 1
ln10

∂⟨Z⟩
∂pH

(.)

e charge capacitance determines the strength of an attraction introduced by the
fluctuation of charges on the ionizable amino-acid residues when proteins move
towards each other.





Titration was conducted in Probe Drum. pH-meter is calibrated from pH= to
pH= with an accuracy on the third digit by using pH standards from er-
moFisher. Electrode is maintained clean before each measurements. Protein so-
lution has a volume of  mL and a concentration in the range from  mg/mL to 
mg/mL to have sufficient proton response. HCl and NaOH are the acidic and basic
titrant separately with a concentration of  M. e step size of adding titrant into
protein solution is adjusted to have a reasonable distribution of pH points, After
each titrant injection, a stirring process and a period of equilibrating time are given
to the system. e pH-meter is calibrated before the titration experiments. Two
different ionic strengths,  mM and  mM are measured to compare the protein
titrating ability at different salt concentration.

. Cryogenic transmission electron microscope

Cryogenic transmission electron microscope (cryo-TEM) was used for imaging us-
ing Philips CM BioTWIN Cryo with images recorded on a CCD camera (Gatan
). Samples were prepared by using  ∼  µL of protein solution on the grid and
plugging into liquid ethane immediately after removing excess sample volume by
carefully tapping filter paper on the back side of the grid. Stand-by samples were
kept in liquid nitrogen. Cryogenic method is to keep the solution structure as nat-
ural as possible. e picture analysis was done by using the software Fiji.

. Confocal laser scanning microscopy

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) was performed on an inverted confo-
cal laser scanning microscope (Leica DMI) equipped with SP tandem scanner
with an oil immersion  X objective lens. e sample loading glass was pre-coated
with poly-L-lycine for stabilization, and samples were sandwiched between cover
glass and hermetically sealed. Lactoferrin was labeled by Alexa  fluorescence
(Molecular Probes), and dye to protein ratio was : in order to minimize the dye
influence on protein-protein interactions.





Chapter 

Results

e major results obtained experimentally verify predictions of lactoferrin patch at-
traction from computer simulations. e consequence of this protein attraction is
dimerization at an intermediate protein concentration. A preliminary phase dia-
gram has been determined that is interpreted based on the path-patch interaction
mechanism. At the end we explore the relation between titration curves and charge
capacitance, obtained both experimentally and from computer simulations, which
is related to the charge regulation mechanism.

. Charge-induced patchy attractions between proteins

Work from Persson et al. demonstrated an anisotropic attraction derived from a
regio-specific attraction of lactoferrin, which implies that the proteins can dimerize,
specifically in terms of orientation. As computer simulations showed there are a
few chargeable amino acids located on protein surface. ey compose a patch that
is complementary to itself, matching electrostatically with the same patch on the
other protein surface. is patch results in a short-range electrostatic attraction
between lactoferrin molecules.

We investigated this patchy attraction via tuning the Debye screening length by
adding salt. is demonstrated the balance between two opposing electrostatic con-
tributions, a short-range electrostatic attraction described above, and the Coulomb
repulsion.
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Figure .: Angularly averaged protein interaction potential of mean force, βw(R), is cal-
culated as a function of separation between protein centers of mass, R. e pH
values are calculated at a constant ionic strength of  mM. e inset figure shows
the osmotic second virial coefficient, B2, of corresponding pH.

.. Locating the condition for short-range attraction

e electrostatic interaction of a protein is different at different pH values. is is
because the chargeable amino acid side chains on the surface of protein have differ-
ent protonation state. e overall net charge of the protein is higher when the pH is
far from the protein’s isoelectric point (pI) than when the pH is close to pI. Higher
overall net charge grants a dominating long-range Coulomb repulsion. In order to
diminish the overwhelming repulsion and find a condition where attraction starts
to appear, we studied the protein interaction potential of mean force at different
pH by MC simulations as shown in figure ..

e interaction potential of mean force (PMF), βw(R), stands for an attraction
when it is negative and repulsion when it is positive. When the pI is approached,
the repulsion decreases from pH=. to pH=. and PMF shows a negative min-
imum at separation of  Å. e inset in the figure shows how B2 values decline
as a function of pH due to the repulsion originating from the overall net charge is
reduced gradually when the pH is moving towards the pI. At pH  the short-range
attraction appears at a short interacting distance.

In order to explain this attraction, experiments on lactoferrin solutions with various
pH were performed. From SLS the B2 was extracted to compare with B2 obtained
from simulations.
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etate except at pH  (Tris). Lines are weight linear least-square fits to the data
as labeled. e inset shows corresponding virial coefficients with error bars.

It is observed from the Debye plot shown in figure . that slope decreases with
increasing pH values. is corresponds to decreasing B2 values shown in the inset
of figure .. At pH=, B2 is close to zero, which represents a balance between
attraction and repulsion. Based on the interaction energy in the simulations, pH=
was chosen as the condition of studying the directional attraction in order to test if
it was measurable experimentally.

.. Influences of ionic strength

We next investigate how ionic strength influences the interactions, starting at  mM
and pH=. e experimental results from SLS are shown in figure .. At  mM the
slope is slightly negative, and is decreasing as salt is added corresponding to a more
negative B2. However, as we continue adding salt, the slope instead is increasing
and B2 becomes more positive. e nonmonotonic dependence of the slope as a
function of ionic strength results in a B2 minimum.
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Figure .: Debye plot of different ionic strengths as a function of protein concentration.
e measurements were performed in Tris buffer and pH=. e lines represent
linear regression fit of each data set. e inset shows the molecular weight
extracted from each intercept as a function of ionic strength.

From the experimental data, it is still unclear which mechanism is responsible for
the minimum of B2. Nevertheless, B2 calculated from MC simulations at matching
conditions demonstrates a similar attraction minimum as in the experimental curve,
figure .. e minimum in B2 has a direct connection to the minimum of angular
averaged PMF due to the effect of salt. Figure . demonstrates that increasing salt
concentration from  mM to  mM leads to a more pronounced energy minimum,
while further addition of salt eliminates both the repulsive barrier and the energy
minimum.

e observed phenomena comes from two competing electrostatic contributions,
a short-range patch-patch attraction and a long-range Coulomb repulsion. Adding
salt initially screens the Coulomb repulsion thereby enhancing the effect of the at-
tractive patch. Further grow of salt concentration leading to a decreased Debye
length screens the short-range attraction as well. is balance is manifested as a
nonmonotonic B2 as a function of ionic strength observed in both SLS experiments
and MC simulations.

We have not intentionally attempted to adjust the only free parameter in MC sim-
ulations, the strength of Lennard-Jones potential, ϵ, in equation ., therefore the
B2 values agree qualitatively but not quantitatively.

e inset in figure . shows an analysis of the angular average PMF, βw(R), as
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inset shows the overall net charge as a function of protein interacting distance.
In the experiments,  mM and  mM are repeated on different batches shown
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a function of protein-protein separation. βw(R) contains a Debye-Hückel term
accounting for electrostatic repulsion and the Lennard-Jones potential accounting
for van der Waals short-range attraction. ey both were found to be necessary for
the distinct and narrow minimum, corresponding to the tightly bound stereospe-
cific configuration. Artificially switching off either of them eliminates the energy
minimum, showing that both contributions are important.

Another type of attraction which could contribute to the protein behavior is the
charge regulations. at implies that ionization states of two proteins become cor-
related at low ionic strength when they come close to each other,. To confirm
the contribution of this interaction, the variation in protein charge as a function
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of separation was analyzed. As shown in the inset of figure ., the fluctuation of
charges is almost negligible when the proteins approach each other. erefore the
fluctuation force seems to be less important at least under these conditions.

. Concentration-induced protein association from a di-
rectional patch attraction

Lactoferrin interacts via a directional patch-patch attraction at certain conditions.
is attraction was investigated at relatively low protein concentrations where the
proteins interact via attractive forces without an indication of association. In this
section lactoferrin is examined using SLS and SAXS at higher protein concentra-
tion. e aim is to investigate how directional attraction influences the microstruc-
ture and how distinct the patchy interaction is compared to the well-known cen-
trosymmetric case. e measurements were performed at two salt concentrations:
 mM and  mM. Initially, the results are analyzed by short-range isotropic at-
tractions ,,. Alternatively, they are analyzed by integral equation theory for as-
sociating systems under the influence of directional attraction from Wertheim–.





.. Baxter model

Figure . is a reduced Zimm plot based on SLS data for lactoferrin solutions at
ionic strengths  and  mM. e patch attraction is active at  mM and inac-
tive at  mM. is is observed from the difference of slopes at low-concentration
region, where B2 is provided. e inset of figure . demonstrates the nonmono-
tonic dependence of B2 on salt concentration (see section ..). e arrows in the
inset point to  mM salt where B2 is negative, and  mM salt where B2 is close
to zero, respectively. ese two conditions were studied for protein concentrations
of up to  mg/mL by using SLS and SAXS. Here we focus on the behavior of
the effective structure factor, S(q), instead of scattering intensity. By removing the
effect of the form factor, P(q), the concentration-induced changes in the structure
factor are investigated based on protein interactions.
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inset.
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Figure .: Baxter adhesive sphere structure factors (lines) with effective structure factors
obtained from SLS (left of gap) and SAXS (right of gap) at  and  mM of
salt, pH=. e sphere diameter in the analysis was set to  nm to acquire a
reasonable agreement between experiments and model at high q.

Figure . shows lowest-q data obtained from SLS, and data to the right of the gap
from SAXS. In the presence of the patch attraction, the low-q scattering exhibits a
nonmonotonic concentration dependence. e S(q) at low q shows a characteristic
ascending of an attractive system as the protein concentration increases initially. As
the protein concentration is increased further, the system appears to become more
repulsive, presenting a descending S(q) at low q. is suggests that the patch at-
traction leads to excluded-volume-like interactions as the protein solution becomes





more concentrated. e behavior is quite different for the patch inactive case at 
mM salt concentration. e scattering at low-q descends constantly as the protein
concentration is increased, as expected for particles interacting via repulsive forces.

Using spherically symmetric adhesive model , as given by Baxter’s adhesive sphere ,
the experimental structure factors are fitted as shown in figure .. However, in Bax-
ter model the stickiness parameter, τ , must be varied freely to obtain a reasonable
agreement with the experimental data at any salt concentration. e resulting value
of τ as a function of volume fraction, ϕ, shown in figure . demonstrates a non-
physical variation of adhesion while changing the particle concentration, indicating
a limitation of applying isotropic interaction to patch-patch interaction.
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Figure .: Baxter adhesion τ parameter as a function of protein volume fraction ϕ at two
different ionic strengths, as extracted from the fitting of the adhesive sphere
structure factors in figure .

e work from Scherer et al., by using a constant τ in the adhesive shpere model,
shows a significant deviation from monoclonal antibody system where B2 was neg-
ative. ey assign this deviation to self-association. Following this reasoning, the
apparent concentration dependence of interaction disappears by using a model with
directional interaction.





.. Wertheim model

By considering a model of spheres interacting via a single off-center attractive site,
the particles spontaneously associate into dimers to varying extents, depending on
patch strength and particle concentration. e steric blocking of the attractive patch
when dimer is formed contributes to excluded-volume interactions which govern
the system when sufficient amount of dimers are formed as the volume fraction is
increased. Sciortino et al. have studied this patch system over rather broad range of
parameters–,. For dilute-to-semidilute solutions, Wertheim model appropri-
ately handles the highly directional attractions.
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Figure .: e structure factor at long wavelength limit as a function of volume fraction,
ϕ. e upper panel is the result from Wertheim’s integral equation theory for
single-patch hard spheres shown as solid lines for various patch strengths as
labeled. Experimental S(0) is obtained by extrapolating the measured struc-
ture factor to low-q region at two salt concentrations as labeled. e bottom
panel is the result from Wertheim model with addition of isotropic Yukawa
and Coulomb potential, at patch strength of . (top) and  (bottom), as solid
lines.

Proteins are initially treated as hard spheres with addition of an attractive patch





controlled in a way such that trimer formation is not allowed. Figure . shows the
prediction for large wavelength limit of the structure factor, S(0), from Wertheim’s
integral equation theory for one-patch spheres. e system is determined by the
volume fraction and patch strength. For a very strong patch attraction, such as βϵ
=  in the upper panel of figure ., S(0) equals to the isothermal compressibil-
ity of hard-sphere dimers with the result for an ideal gas in the dilute limit, S(0)
= . Because of the excluded-volume interactions, S(0) decreases with increasing
volume fraction, ϕ. Similar monotonic decrease of S(0) is found for weak patch
attractions, βϵ ≲ 10 in the upper panel of figure ., where the excluded-volume
interactions dominate. In contrast, for intermediate patch strengths, S(0) behaves
monotonically as a function of ϕ. In this range of patch strength, there is an equilib-
rium between monomers and dimers. Initially, dominating patch attraction from
monomers increases S(0). Once the dimer concentration becomes sufficiently high
and the excluded-volume interactions become dominant, S(0) starts to decrease.

Comparing the model with the experimental data in the upper panel of figure .,
the intermediate patch strength βϵ = 12.5 provides qualitatively similar S(0) trend
for the experimental data at  mM salt where the patch attraction dominates. e
S(0) falls monotonically with volume fraction when the patch strength is strongly
reduced for experiments at  mM salt. For experiments, a sharp maximum of
S(0) appears at ϕ ≈ 0.02 − 0.03.

e agreement between Wertheim theory for S(0) and the experimental data at 
mM salt can be improved by adding isotropic interactions that is closer to reality
than the hard spheres. e following isotropic potentials are superimposed on the
model

βϕiso(r) =


∞ r < D

−Ke−κd(r−D)

r/D +
LBZ2

eff e
−κd(r−D)

(1 + κdD/2)2r
r > D

(.)

where the repulsive part is a screened Coulomb interaction, and the attractive part
has the Yukawa form. With these two terms considered, the monomer-dimer equi-
librium can be shifted to give a maximum close to that seen experimentally at 
mM salt, as shown in the bottom panel of figure .. In contrast to the concentration-
dependent τ used in the absence of the patch attraction, a constant patch strength
was applied for all ϕ to capture the behavior of  mM salt condition.

Directional attraction leading to dimer formation at intermediate protein concen-
trations is also supported by the DLS measurements. e diffusion coefficient be-
haves differently between the situation when the patch attraction is switched-on,
 mM salt, and switched-off,  mM salt, as shown in figure .. e diffusion
coefficient at zero concentration limit, D0, obtained for protein concentration in





 mM salt coincides with D0 obtained for the dilute protein solution in  mM
salt, as labeled in blue and green line respectively in figure .. e intermediate
concentrations provide a D0 close to half of the above D0. Form Stokes-Einstein
equation, this gives two hydrodynamic radius that differ by a factor of close to two.
is suggests the monomeric form of the protein dominates at  mM salt and
also in the dilute solution at  mM salt, however, the intermediate concentrations
at  mM could have dimers dominating. e boundary for monomers and dimers
in  mM salt solution is at a volume fraction of ϕ ≈ 0.04.
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Figure .: Collective diffusion measured as a function of protein concentration at  mM
and  mM ionic strength separately.  mM is fitted by two lines crossing
at a protein concentration around  mg/mL (ϕ ≈ 0.04).

. Solution structures formed by proteins with patch-patch
attractions

In this section, the self-association and phase diagram of lactoferrin at pH and ionic
strength where proteins are interacting via patch-patch attraction is discussed. Pre-
viously it has been shown that with the grow of protein concentration, protein
dimers and monomers can be in equilibrium due to the patch attractions. As the
concentration is increased further, the patch attraction induces formation of highly
organized, monodisperse macroscopic stripe-like structures.
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Figure .: Time study from SLS for protein concentration of  mg/mL, ionic strength
of  mM and pH=. Data points are angular averaged intensity with polyno-
mial fit as guided by eye.
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Figure .: Cryo-TEM image of a thread-like structure. Protein solution used here has
a concentration of  mg/mL,  mM salt and pH=. Equilibrating time is
 days. Inset shows the normalized pixel profile where average intensity was
taken along the direction of the stiring in the marked yellow dash box.
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Figure .: Schetch of lactoferrin’s phase diagram under a pair-wised attraction. Bottom
left is the Wertheim model on single patch-patch attractive spheres. Bottom
middle is a representation of lactoferrin dimer. Top two are electron mi-
croscopic picture with different magnification connected to the bottom right
which is the overall phase diagram on protein concentration with simplified
carton demonstrating the corresponding phase.

e stripe phase was difficult to detect by SAXS because only a small portion of
the proteins participates in the formation of stripes and they are susceptible to sed-
imentation due to micron-sized entities. Instead we detected the self-association
of lactoferrin monomers by monitoring the overall scattered intensity by means of
SLS, since the formation of structures influences the static and dynamic properties
of the solution. At the initial stage, dimerization of the monomers decreases the
number density but increases the particle size, leading to an overall effect of slight
increment of scattered intensity due to the fact that scattered intensity depends more
on particle size than the number density.





As shown in figure ., the scattered intensity increment originates from multiple
molecular species within the first four days. After four days, due to the sedimen-
tation of macro-sized structures the scattered intensity decreases. Since it is exper-
imentally challenging to investigate this structure by SAXS, we studied it by using
cryo-transmission electron microscope (cryo-TEM) and confocal laser scanning mi-
croscopy (CLSM).

e upper part of figure . shows the cryo-TEM images of the new stripe-like
phase acquired at different magnifications. e frosts appear as big dark speckle,
which are not protein structures. A thin thread-like pre-structure was also discov-
ered at concentrations slightly smaller than  mg/mL, as shown in figure ..
is could be a separate structure or precursors before the formation of stripes. e
stripe are constant on the width which is approximately  nm and micron-sized
in length. Experiments were validated by repeating the cryo-TEM measurements
on different batches of protein solutions. In general, the structures were able to be
detected after few weeks of equilibrating, images taken on freshly prepared sam-
ple showed neither stripes nor wires. Poor contrast in cryo-TEM images is coming
from high concentrations of dimers and possible higher order oligomers in the back-
ground. is is reflected in the pixel profile shown in the inset of figure ., i.e.
it is shown that the difference in contrast between string and background is only
about %.

To strengthen the observation that the macro-sized protein solution structure is not
an artificial effect induced by cryo freezing, CLSM was applied. e resulting image
is shown in figure ..
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Figure .: Confocal microscope image of the stripe structure form by lactoferrin at 
mg/mL,  mM salt and pH=. Alexa  was the fluorescent label.





. Protein charge capacitance obtained from experiments
and MC simulations

Titrations performed at pH  on two different ionic strengths,  mM and 
mM, are shown in figure .. Proton association per protein molecule is the dif-
ference between protons associated to the protein solution and protons associated
to water. It shows difficulty to experimentally titrate water repetitively, so the water
titration calculated from theory is used as the background. Data is presented in
terms of associated protons from the acidic end, so negative values meaning num-
ber of protons dissociated from positively charged amino acid residues. Experimen-
tal repetitions were spline interpolated, then acidic titration (full circles) and basic
titration (full squares) are merged based on minimizing the standard deviations of
overlapping points, and the averages (full lines) are calculated afterwards.
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Figure .: Lactoferrin titration at two ionic strengths as labeled. Symbols are experimen-
tal data, repetitions are included. Two lines are the average of spline interpo-
lation of each salt repetitions.

e titration plateau is used to shift titration curve to absolute scale, which shows
the correct number of protein overall charges. e difficulties we have encountered
in experiments of obtaining a titration plateau are protein denaturation and large
proton consumption by water, at low pH. Instead, a theoretical titration plateau





that is calculated from fitting the low pH part of titration curve by using Asp and
Glu residues scales the experimental data to absolute values. e discrepancy of
experimental repetitions at low pH reduces the accuracy of theoretical plateau’s po-
sition. Preliminary theoretical plateau gives an isoelectric point (zero charge) and
isoionic point (zero ion adsorption) around  as shown in figure .. Similar values
are observed for lactoferrin in literature.
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Figure .: Capacitance (left) and protein charge (right) of lactoferrin as a function of pH
at  mM (red) and  mM (black) salt concentrations. From MC simula-
tions of lactoferrin monomers (dashed), dimers (fully drawn), and measured
(symbols).

Comparison of capacitance by differentiating titration curve obtained from MC
simulations and experiments is revealed in Fig. .. Both show a generally increased
capacitance as salt is increased. is is expected due to decreased internal repulsion
due to screening. Lack of agreement in the very high and low pH is likely to be
understood from the fact that not only protein but also water titrates significantly
in these regimes.

At pH , lowest point of capacitance as seen in figure ., has a zeta potential of
. mV found by the measures of the electrophoretic mobility, at  mM salt. By
variation of pH we searched for the corresponding mobility above the isoelectric
point and found the zeta potential at pH  to be -. mV. e values are listed
in table .

From this one would expect the absolute charge of the protein to be similar at these





Table .: Measured properties at  and  mM salt, (I), at pH  and pH .

B2 (nm3) ZP (mV) D0 (µm2/s) Mw (kg/mol)
I (mM) 5 20 5 20 5 20 5 20
pH 7 -105.58 -490* 4.55 | 57.078 56.705 81 83*

pH 10 -68.76 -251.72 -5.23 | 35.684 40.157 373 268
* value is the average of corresponding  and  mM salt results.

two pH values. Simulations put the valency of the protein at . and -. at pH 
and  respectively. is suggests that ion binding could have occurred.
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Figure .: Top panel shows collective diffusion as a function of protein concentration.
Bottom panel show the reduced Zimm-plot. Conditions are labeled.

Figure . shows collective diffusion as a function of protein concentration and
reduced Zimm-plot at  and  mM salt, each at pH  and pH , as shown in the
legend. e D0 from each salt and pH conditions, listed in table ., are indicating
two sized species. By applying the Stoke-Einstein equation, one small sized species
given by the D0 measured at pH  is about . nm corresponding to the radius
of a monomer,, and one big sized species at pH  is about . nm. Table
. also provides Mw, calculated from the intercept of reduced Zimm-plot. Values
of Mw from pH  and pH  can be again considered as two species, and they
differs about four time. DLS measurements on human lactoferrin suggests that





diffusion can be influenced by changing the pH. Titration on lactoferrin dimer
was studied by MC simulation shown in figure .. Dimerization, if driven by
charge regulation, would be manifested in the stabilization of either protonated or
deprotonated states of certain residues, resulting in a decreased capacitance. What
is found, is a capacitance that is independent of aggregation state.

B2 in table ., extracted from slopes of reduced Zimm-plot, is showing increased
attraction by adding salt from  to  mM, at both pH  and pH . Reduced
Coulomb repulsion because of adding salt could be the main reason. At pH , the
identified patch attraction, is contributing to the total interactions. At pH ,
attraction induced by charge regulation is speculated to be involved in the inter-
action between the protein aggregates (trimers or tetramers) due to its prominent
capacitance.







Chapter 

Conclusions and Future Prospects

Study on lactoferrin has revealed an patch-patch attraction at pH close to the isoelec-
tric point. is attraction is short-range electrostatic, originating from few ionizable
amino acid residues. e electrostatic origin is understood and proved by tuning the
ionic strength in Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and in static light scattering (SLS)
experiments. A qualitative agreement was found on the second virial coefficient B2
between simulations and experiments, both showing a nonmonotonic behavior of
B2 as a function of salt concentration. is is the consequence of screening two
opposing interactions, Coulomb repulsion and short-range electrostatic attraction.

Under attractive condition, using small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), increasing
the protein concentration results in a maximum on isothermal compressibility.
Studying this results by applying isotropic Baxter model needs a nonphysical adap-
tion on the interaction strength as protein concentration increases. is limita-
tion is eliminated by modeling a patch-patch interaction via Wertheim’s integral
equation theory. e patch-patch interaction leads to dimerization when protein
concentration increases, which contributes excluded-volume repulsion to the total
interaction, manifested as decreasing compressibility. Dimerization is supported by
other observations. e hydrodynamic radius obtained from dynamic light scatter-
ing (DLS) is increased about two times from dilute to semi-dilute protein concen-
trations. e concentration boundary between dilute to semi-dilute matches the
position of compressibility maximum.

Further increase of protein concentration when patchy interaction plays, macro-
sized structures are discovery by using cryo-transmission microscopy (cryo-TEM).
A stripe-like structure is seen from cryo-TEM images, with a dimension of  nm
wide and few micrometer long. Similar phase was predicted by using a comparable





patchy colloids. We have shown a preliminary lactoferrin phase diagram based
on what we have studied.

At the end protein capacitance was calculated from experimental titration and MC
simulated titration, qualitatively good agreement was found between these two
methods. From electrophoretic mobility experiment, two pH conditions having
opposing zeta potential but similar absolute charges are located, pH  and pH .
e dynamic light scattering (DLS) has revealed that at pH , protein solution pro-
vides a radius that is two time larger than at pH , which provides monomers. Possi-
ble protein aggregation or association is also observed by using static light scattering
(SLS) where the molecular weight calculated from Debye-plot shows a four-fold in-
crease from pH  to pH . e effect of associated proteins on protein capacitance
seems minor by comparing monomer and dimer titrations in MC simulations. Ca-
pacitance is related to the charge regulation attraction, but further investigations are
needed on higher salt concentration to ensure the role of charge regulation.

Overall, this work has studied the patch-patch interaction on lactoferrin, and show
different phases due to this patchy interaction as protein concentration increases.
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Charge-Induced Patchy Attractions between Proteins
Weimin Li,† Björn A. Persson,‡ Maxim Morin,† Manja A. Behrens,† Mikael Lund,*,‡

and Malin Zackrisson Oskolkova*,†

†Division of Physical Chemistry and ‡Division of Theoretical Chemistry, Lund University, POB 124, 22100 Lund, Sweden

ABSTRACT: Static light scattering (SLS) combined with
structure-based Monte Carlo (MC) simulations provide new
insights into mechanisms behind anisotropic, attractive protein
interactions. A nonmonotonic behavior of the osmotic second
virial coefficient as a function of ionic strength is here shown to
originate from a few charged amino acids forming an electrostatic
attractive patch, highly directional and complementary. Together
with Coulombic repulsion, this attractive patch results in two
counteracting electrostatic contributions to the interaction free
energy which, by operating over different length scales, is
manifested in a subtle, salt-induced minimum in the second virial coefficient as observed in both experiment and simulations.

■ INTRODUCTION

Understanding how protein−protein interactions originate
from the level of specific amino acids is of great importance
to discern protein function and solution behavior.1 Due to the
inherent complexity, this is a considerable challenge2−4 because
both protein shape and interactions are anisotropic where
surface-localized amino acid residues create irregular patterns of
neutral, charged, and hydrophobic regions. Overall, these
regions or patches contribute to the anisotropic protein
interaction energy in a complex manner that ultimately governs
if the protein undergoes crystallization, phase separation, and
aggregation.2,3,5,6

A recent study shows that protein crystallization is often
dominated by a limited number of amino acid contacts,7 giving
rise to patchy protein−protein interactions.5 Describing
proteins as patchy, spherical colloids is expected to change
the overall phase diagram as compared to that of particles
interacting via a centrosymmetric potential.8−12 It is, however,
nontrivial to map the effect of specific amino acid sequences
onto such models and more granular approaches seem
warranted to study the effect of, i.e., point mutations, solution
pH, and salt concentration.
Dissecting which noncovalent, intermolecular interactions

that dominate under certain solution conditions is difficult.
Experiments probing, i.e., the osmotic second virial coefficient,
B2, does not allow for a separation of the different contributions
to the overall interaction. The virial coefficient nontheless
remains an important, experimentally accessible quantity that
provides a thermodynamic measure of protein−protein
interactions.
In this work, we combine static light scattering measure-

ments of B2 with Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) simulations
from which B2 is calculated by taking into account the detailed
protein structure as well as solution conditions. We show how
protein interactions operate in a delicate balance of several both
attractive and repulsive contributions, resulting in an electro-

static patchy attraction. The mechanism is recognized both in
SLS experiments and in the MC simulations via a non-
monotonous ionic strength dependence of the second virial
coefficient at low to moderate ionic strengths, where salt first
lowers B2 and then increases it. To determine which
mechanism is responsible for the observed nonmonotonic
behavior, we consider also the possibility of Kirkwood
fluctuation forces, which are attractive protein−protein
interactions due to correlated protonation states in the two
proteins.13,14 This was, however, dismissed by allowing the
amino acids to titrate, following a proton titration scheme
implemented in the simulations.14 Left to consider are two
electrostatic contributions counteracting each other. The first is
a generic, screened Coloumb repulsion due to the net charge of
the protein at the studied conditions; the second is a local patch
in the charge distribution resulting in a directional, attractive
patch.15 Further, the simulations show that electrostatic
interactions alone are insufficient and that there is a
nonadditive coupling with van der Waals interactions. Similar
salt-screened attractions appearing at low-to-intermediate ionic
strengths have previously been observed in several experimental
studies of proteins.6,16,17 Also, more recently, a nonmonotonic
behavior of B2 for monoclonal antibodies was found

18 and the
authors indeed argued for a similar mechanism. This body of
data points to the possibility of electrostatic attractive
patchiness, with a high complementarity, which if present,
would appear at low ionic strength and in the neighborhood of
the isoelectric point.

■ METHODS
Sample Preparation.We use bovine lactoferrin19,20 (>96%

purity, Morinaga Milk Industry Co., Ltd., Japan), a globular
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milk protein with a molecular weight of 80 kDa.21 Lactoferrin
resembles the shape of a dumbbell, as can be seen in Figure 1,

with the half-axis equal to 4.7 and 2.6 nm.22 The isoelectric
point (pI) is estimated to be 9.4 from titration simulations,15

slightly higher than the experimental value of 9.23 In this study
we perform our experiments at pH ≤ 7. Stock solutions of
lactoferrin were prepared at a concentration of 2 mg/mL by
dissolving in NaOAc buffer, I = 5 mM, at pH 5.5 ± 0.02. We
use the Henderson−Hasselbalch equation to account for the
contribution to the ionic strength due to changes in
dissociation of the buffer species with pH. Also, 1 mM NaN3
was included to prevent microbial growth; this was also
accounted for in the ionic strength.
The chemical nature of salt and buffer components were

specifically chosen to be monovalent to avoid ion adsorption,
which can dramatically change protein interactions.24 A stock
solution was equilibrated for at least 48 h at room temperature
to allow for sufficient solubilization, after which an extensive
filtration (centrifugal filters, Millipore) procedure was per-
formed to remove possible contaminants and aggregates.
Satisfactory buffer exchange was reached when the filtrate
reached the desired target pH (±0.02). We stress the
importance to remove contaminants and insoluble aggregates,
which are present in the commercial powder, to obtain
experimental B2 values in close agreement with values from
simulations. At low pH we used NaOAc buffer, and at higher
pH, Tris buffer, both chosen to produce only monovalent
buffer components. Overall, this procedure results in
monomeric protein solutions that were monitored by dynamic
light scattering (DLS) prior to and after each measurement.
DLS allows for extraction of the hydrodynamic radius rH of the
solute species from the cumulant expansion of the autocorre-
lation function and by the CONTIN analysis25,26 where a
convolution of the distribution was consistent with the
presence of a single protein species of same size. Throughout
this study, samples contained a hydrodynamic radius of
approximately 4 nm in good agreement with literature.21 A
constant temperature of 25 ± 0.1 °C was used throughout all
experimental measurements. Determination of the protein
concentration was done by UV absorption spectroscopy; the
absorption coefficient was determined to be 1.224 ± 0.004
cm2/mg using only monomeric samples, monitored by DLS, to
avoid incorrect concentration determination due to contribu-
tions from light scattering of aggregates. The static and dynamic
light scattering experiments were performed using an ALV

5000F CGS-8F goniometer (ALV, Germany) and correlator
equipped with a He−Ne laser diode (Spectra Physics, 127 V/
50 mW), operating at a wavelength λ = 632.8 nm.

Experimental Determination of Second Virial Coef-
ficients. Static light scattering allows for determination of the
molecular weight Mw and the second virial coefficient B2 of
solutions, which is the property of interest here. B2 is an
important property of the overall interactions where a positive
value indicates overall repulsive protein interactions and a
negative value signals overall attractive interactions. It is
determined by using the relationship between the Rayleigh
ratio, Rθ (m

−1), and the mass concentration of the protein C
(kg/m3), referred to as a Debye plot
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In eq 1 and eq 2 NA is Avogadro’s number, n0 is the refractive
index of the buffer solution, λ (m) is the wavelength, and dn/
dC (m3/kg) is the increment in the refractive index with respect
to increasing protein concentration. In all measurements, static
and dynamic light scattering experiments were performed in
parallel, at a fixed angle of 90°. However, angular scans were
performed initially to ensure no angular dependence. The
refractive indices of the buffer solutions, n0, were measured on
an Abbe refractometer. For the refractive index increment, dn/
dC, a standard literature value for globular proteins (0.000 186
m3/kg)27 was used, which returned molecular weights in close
agreement with the literature value of 80 kDa.21 The same
molecular weight was used to determine the B2 values from the
slope in the Debye plots.

Monte Carlo Simulations. Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC)
computer simulations28 were used to compute the Helmholtz
interaction free energy between two rigid lactoferrin molecules
in an aqueous salt solution. Amino acids are represented by
spheres located at the residue mass center according to the
crystal structure (PDB 1BLF), Figure 1. The canonical (NVT)
ensemble is sampled using molecular translational and
rotational MC moves as well as proton swap moves on
titratable (acid and basic) sites to account for charge
fluctuations; i.e., the simulations are performed at constant
pH.14 Production runs consist of at least 108 configurations,
preceded by 10 times shorter equilibration runs. Solvent and
salt are treated at the Debye−Hückel level whereas exchange
repulsion and short-ranged attractions, such as van der Waals
(vdW), are described by a Lennard-Jones potential, yielding the
effective system energy
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where N and Np run over all residues and protonated sites,
respectively. κ−1 is the Debye length, λB = 0.7 nm (water, 298
K) is the Bjerrum length, z is particle valency (−1, 0, +1), βϵ =
0.05 is the vdW strength,15,29 σij is the arithmetic mean particle
diameter, rij is inter-residue distances, β

−1 = kBT is the thermal

Figure 1. Monte Carlo model of two lactoferrin molecules built from
collections of amino acid beads that can be neutral (white spheres),
cationic (black spheres), or anionic (gray spheres). Solvent and salt
particles are treated implicitly by the relative dielectric constant, ϵr, and
the inverse Debye screening length, κ. During thermal averaging, the
proteins translate (red), rotate (green), and fluctuate (blue) according
to solution pH and intermolecular interactions.14
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energy, and pKa,i are the unperturbed acid dissociation
constants for titratable amino acids. The magnitude of the
short-ranged interaction, ϵ, has been chosen such that its
effective contribution is the same as in a previously investigated
model,29 and we have made no attempts to fit it to the current
case. The angularly averaged pair distribution function, g(R) =
exp(−βw(R)), is obtained by sampling the histogram of
protein−protein mass center separations, R, and is subse-
quently integrated to give the osmotic second virial coefficient

∫π= − −
∞

B g R R R2 ( ( ) 1) d2
0

2
(4)

The precision of the interaction free energy, w(R), is ±0.05 kBT
or better for all relevant protein separations. To minimize noise
amplification for large R when eq 4 is integrated, the tail of the
sampled g(R) is substituted with a smooth function at long
separations where only Coulombic repulsion persists. The
functional form is the linearized Poisson−Boltzmann result for
two charged, macro-ions with charges smeared over their
surfaces, w(R)ion = λBZ

2 sinh2(κa)e−κR/R(κa)2. Here Z is the
average protein net charge and a an approximate protein radius,
obtained by fitting to the g(R) tail.
Finally, the inverse Debye length is calculated according to κ

= (8πλBI)
1/2 where the ionic strength, I = 1/2∑iρizi

2, is summed
over all ion types of density ρi and valency zi. Thus, for a 1:1
salt such as NaCl, I simply equals the salt concentration.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This work was prompted by previous structure-based MC
simulations on lactoferrin, which predicted the presence of an
electrostatic anisotropic attraction.15 The attraction came from
a few localized amino acid residues that gave rise to an
unusually distinct and narrow minimum in the interaction free
energy as a function of protein−protein separation, βw(R) =
−ln g(R). This is shown in Figure 2, and the minimum was
found to deepen upon increasing pH toward the isoelectric
point.15 The involved amino acids identified in the
simulations15 are charged, pointing to a mechanism of
electrostatic origin. Indeed, electrostatics was found to lock
the two proteins into a few orientations, i.e., a regio-specific
interaction. Using the angularly averaged protein−protein

potential of mean force, we calculate B2 as a function of pH,
as shown in the inset to Figure 2. The minimum in w(R) gives a
negative contribution to B2, which decreases with increasing
pH. The simulations thus guide to the narrow set of conditions
where to expect the interaction energy to display the minimum
and electrostatic anisotropic attractions. They are expected at
low ionic strength, near the isoelectric point which corresponds
to B2 values close to zero, as shown in the inset to Figure 2.
The experimental conditions corresponding to the simu-

lations were investigated by performing static light scattering
experiments as a function of protein concentration. Second
virial coefficients were obtained from eq 1 (Methods) in a
Debye representation of the scattered intensity, which is shown
in Figure 3. Here K is an optical constant, C is the protein

concentration and Rθ is the scattered light expressed as the
excess Rayleigh ratio. The ionic strength is fixed at 5 mM while
pH is varied. As shown in Figure 3 at pH 5.5, the charged
proteins repel each other, resulting in a positive slope. This
corresponds to a positive second virial coefficient, shown in the
inset of Figure 3. By gradually increasing pH, while keeping the
ionic strength fixed at 5 mM, we find the attractive and
repulsive contributions to B2 to balance out, at pH 7, resulting
in a slightly negative B2. Note that at pH 7 we switch to Tris
buffer to maintain stable buffering capacity.
We next investigate how ionic strength influences the

interactions, starting at 5 mM and pH 7. These are the ionic
strength and pH conditions where the slope in Figure 3 turned
negative, and where to expect the electrostatic patch attraction
to be at its strongest, providing it is a real, measurable effect.
The experimental results from static light scattering are shown
in Figure 4. We observe how the slope, and correspondingly B2,
first decreases when the ionic strength is increased. This
behavior is expected because electrostatic screening weakens
the repulsion between proteins, resulting in a lowering of the
slope and thus B2. However, as more salt is added, surprisingly,
the slope starts to increase at around 25 mM.
The corresponding second virial coefficients extracted from

the experiments in Figure 4 are shown in the lower panel in
Figure 5 as a function of ionic strength. The nonmonotonic
dependence of the slope results in a B2 minimum as a function
of ionic strength.

Figure 2. Simulated angularly averaged protein−protein potential of
mean force, βw(R), as a function of protein−protein mass center
separation, R, and at different pHs. The salt concentration is 5 mM for
all pHs. The inset shows the corresponding virial coefficients, B2, cf. eq
4.

Figure 3. Debye plot at different pHs and constant ionic strength (5
mM) in acetate and Tris buffer (pH 7). The lines are weighted linear
least-squares fits to the data. Error bars are included but lay within the
symbols. The inset shows corresponding virial coefficients with error
bars.
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From the isolated experimental data, it would be difficult to
determine which mechanism is responsible for the minimum.
We also have B2 values calculated from simulations at matching
conditions; see the upper panel of Figure 5. Here, we observe
exactly the same minimum in the B2 values as a function of salt
concentration. Importantly, we can directly link the minimum
in B2 to the minimum in the angularly averaged free energy,
shown in Figure 2. The effect of salt on the angularly averaged
potential of mean force is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that
addition of salt initially acts to expose the attractive minimum
as the repulsive barrier at longer separations decreases.
Additional salt screens both the repulsive barrier and the free
energy minimum. The observed mechanism comes from two
opposing, electrostatic contributions: a short-ranged, attractive
patch and a long-ranged, screened Coulomb repulsion. Salt

initially screens the Coloumb repulsion, thus strengthening the
effect of the attractive patch. As the salt concentration is further
increased (decreasing Debye length), the attractive interaction
is ultimately screened as well. This balance is manifested as a
minimum in the second virial coefficient as a function of ionic
strength, as observed in both SLS experiments and MC
simulations.
Although the qualitative agreement between measured and

simulated B2 is excellent, the absolute values differ. This is
expected from a coarse-grained model and we have deliberately
made no attempts to fit the only free parameter in our model,
the Lennard-Jones strength, ϵ, to the measurements. As also
discussed in the Methodology, this single value is taken from a
different protein system and essentially encompassed the net
effect of all short-ranged, nonelectrostatic interactions. For this
reason it is unlikely to be universal and as hinted at in a recent
combined SAXS/simulation study of protein solution struc-
ture,30 our choice of ϵ may be slightly too attractive but
nonetheless close enough to capture complex, qualitative trends
in arbitrary protein systems.
The inset to Figure 6 shows a study of the free energy, βw, as

a function of the protein−protein separation. The βw, shown in
red, where both electrostatic and short-ranged attractions are
included, has a distinct and narrow minimum, corresponding to
the tightly bound and stereospecific configuration.15 Artificially
turning off either electrostatic or short-ranged interactions
suppresses the free energy minimum, showing that both
interactions are needed due to nonlinear coupling of the
Boltzmann weight.
An alternative explanation for the observed salt behavior of

B2 may stem from proton fluctuations. That is, a mechanism
whereby the ionization states of the two proteins close to each
other become correlated at low ionic strengths.13,14 To assert if
this mechanism is operating, we have analyzed the variation in
protein charge as a function of separation. As shown in the inset
of Figure 5, the net charge varies only weakly as the proteins
approach. The slight decrease at shorter distance is a mutual
response of the two approaching charge distributions. Hence,
we conclude that fluctuation forces are unimportant for the
present system as the average net charge of the proteins are
only weakly perturbed.

Figure 4. Debye plot at different ionic strengths at pH 7 in Tris buffer.
The lines are weighted linear least-squares fits to the data. Error bars
are included but lay within the symbols. The inset shows
corresponding molecular weights as a function of ionic strength with
error bars.

Figure 5. Calculated (top) and measured (bottom) second virial
coefficient as a function of ionic strength, at pH 7. In the
measurements, the ionic strengths 10 and 35 mM (shown as crosses)
were repeated from additional concentration series and batches. The
inset shows the calculated overall protein charge as a function of
protein−protein mass center separation.

Figure 6. Angularly averaged protein−protein potential of mean force,
βw(R), at different salt concentrations, pH 7. The inset shows βw(R)
when either electrostatic or short-ranged, attractive (“vdW”)
interactions are artificially disabled at 5 mM and comparable
conditions, pH 8.
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Other attractive protein interactions, signaled by a minimum
in the second virial coefficient, have been reported31,32 albeit at
significantly higher salt concentrations. We argue that these
observations cannot originate from the same electrostatic
mechanism found here, because the ionic strength at which the
attraction is located is too high to survive the electrostatic
screening.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have used static light scattering and computer simulations
to obtain osmotic second virial coefficients, B2, for lactoferrin as
a function of pH and salt concentration. The simulations were
used to guide the experiments to a narrow set of conditions
where B2 first decreases with added salt, then increases to reach
a plateau. We show that this nonmonotonous behavior
observed unambiguously in experiment and simulations
originates from a high charge complementarity on the binding
interface between two proteins. This creates a short-ranged
attraction that is competing with a long-ranged repulsion due to
the protein net charges. Addition of salt modulates the
electrostatic screening length, whereby the balance between
long- and short-ranged electrostatic interactions can be finely
tuned. This study provides insight into how anisotropic protein
attractions come about in a nonlinear combination of several
electrostatic as well as other short-ranged forces.
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1 Concentration-Induced Association in a Protein System Caused by a
2 Highly Directional Patch Attraction
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6 ABSTRACT: Self-association of the protein lactoferrin is studied in
7 solution using small-angle X-ray scattering techniques. Effective static
8 structure factors have been shown to exhibit either a monotonic or a
9 nonmonotonic dependence on protein concentration in the small
10 wavevector limit, depending on salt concentration. The behavior correlates
11 with a nonmonotonic dependence of the second virial coefficient on salt
12 concentration, such that a maximum appears in the structure factor at a low
13 protein concentration when the second virial coefficient is negative and
14 close to a minimum. The results are interpreted in terms of an integral
15 equation theory with explicit dimers, formulated by Wertheim, which
16 provides a consistent framework able to explain the behavior in terms of a
17 monomer−dimer equilibrium that appears because of a highly directional
18 patch attraction. Short attraction ranges preclude trimer formation, which
19 explains why the protein system behaves as if it were subject to a
20 concentration-dependent isotropic protein−protein attraction. Superimposing an isotropic interaction, comprising screened
21 Coulomb repulsion and van der Waals attraction, on the patch attraction allows for a semiquantitative modeling of the complete
22 transition pathway from monomers in the dilute limit to monomer−dimer systems at somewhat higher protein concentrations.

23 ■ INTRODUCTION

24 Understanding how proteins behave in solution requires
25 detailed knowledge about the structural arrangement of their
26 amino acids, particularly how they are organized near the
27 protein surface. In addition, one needs a way to translate how
28 this structure affects protein interactions. Protein interactions
29 are generally complex because of surface chemical hetero-
30 geneities associated with different surface-located amino acid
31 residues. This is expected to impart an orientational depend-
32 ence to the overall interaction, in addition to the orientational
33 dependence due to the nonspherical shape of the proteins.
34 Simplified models of proteins and their interactions are
35 attractive from computational considerations and may suffice
36 for gaining qualitative insight into solution behavior. This type
37 of approach has resulted in a great improvement in the
38 understanding of how patchy or anisotropic attractions modify
39 quite drastically the phase behavior and other properties as
40 compared to those of systems governed by isotropic attractive
41 potentials. For example, there is a shift in the liquid−liquid
42 binodal and critical point toward lower volume fractions
43 depending on the number of attractive sites.1−3 In the case of
44 one-patch spheres, computer simulations suggest that new
45 types of structures should appear, such as wires and lamellar
46 phases.4 Protein interactions are often used as the basis for
47 examining such simplified models with patchy or anisotropic
48 interactions, but little is known about how models of patchiness
49 should be designed to capture protein interactions in a more
50 realistic manner. There is also a lack of guidelines when it

51comes to how one can recognize the effect of patchiness and
52interaction anisotropy on measurements of physicochemical
53properties of actual protein solutions.
54Lactoferrin is a protein that, under the right conditions in
55terms of pH and ionic strength, exhibits a particularly strong
56patch−patch attraction, which may lock nearby proteins into a
57tightly bound and stereospecific configuration.5 This effect was
58initially predicted in structure-based, two-protein Monte Carlo
59simulations of the potential of the mean force of lactoferrin,5

60the results of which have recently been corroborated
61experimentally by static light scattering (SLS) experiments.6

62Because of the presence of a few localized residues, the
63interaction free energy reaches a distinct and narrow minimum
64upon increasing the pH on the acidic side of the isoelectric
65point. These amino acids are charged, which results in an
66attractive electrostatic patch that is modulated not only by ionic
67strength but also requires van der Waals attractions. This
68interaction manifests itself as a negative-valued second virial
69coefficient, B2, at NaCl concentrations in the range 10−60
70mM.6 However, if the ionic strength is either increased or
71decreased, then B2 increases to reach positive values, indicating
72that the protein interaction is dominated by excluded-volume
73or repulsive electrostatic interactions away from the narrow
74range of ionic strength centered at around 15 mM.6
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75 This minimum in B2 is not observed only for lactoferrin.
76 Other proteins have been found to show a qualitatively similar
77 nonmonotonic dependence of B2 on salt concentration.7,8 In
78 these cases, it is observed at much higher salt concentrations, at
79 which electrostatic effects are far less pronounced, which points
80 to other mechanisms at play. However, some monoclonal
81 antibodies exhibit this effect at reduced salt concentrations,9

82 which has similarly been attributed to anisotropic interactions
83 of electrostatic origin. In addition, given that self-association of
84 proteins into dimers and high-order oligomers is so widespread,
85 at least in nature,10 it is possible that many more proteins may
86 be subject to this type of mechanism. However, studies will
87 have to be conducted in the future to examine whether self-
88 association of this sort can also occur under physiologically
89 relevant conditions.
90 In this work, lactoferrin solutions are examined using SLS
91 and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) as the protein
92 concentration is increased away from the dilute limit studied
93 previously.6 The aim is to investigate how directional attraction
94 impacts the microstructure and to see more generally how one
95 can distinguish this patch interaction from the well-known
96 centrosymmetric case. To this end, the lactoferrin system is
97 studied both under conditions (35 mM) in which the patch
98 attraction is active and dominant and under conditions (200
99 mM) in which it is screened, leading to B2 values close to zero.
100 On the one hand, results are analyzed in terms of a well-known
101 model for short-range isotropic attractions, widely employed to
102 model the behavior of protein solutions,9,11−14 and on the other
103 hand, they are analyzed in terms of an integral equation theory
104 for associating systems under the influence of directional
105 attractions, formulated by Wertheim.15−17

106 ■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

107 Bovine lactoferrin (>96% purity), with a molecular weight of 80
108 kDa,18 was purchased in the powder form from Morinaga Milk
109 Industry Co. Ltd., Japan. Monomeric solutions were prepared
110 by dissolving the protein powder in NaOAc buffer of 5 mM
111 ionic strength and pH of 5.5 for a minimum of 48 h at 25 °C.
112 Purification and adjustment of buffer conditions to those of tris
113 buffer at pH 7 proceeded by centrifugal filtration (100 kDa
114 molecular weight cut-off (MWCO); Millipore Amicon), as did
115 concentration of dilute solutions (50 kDa MWCO; Millipore
116 Amicon). The buffers used contained monovalent electrolyte to
117 avoid ion adsorption. Conversion from mass concentration
118 (mg/mL) to volume fractions was done using a protein density
119 of 1.3824 g/mL. A constant temperature of 25 ± 0.1 °C was
120 maintained in all experimental measurements.
121 The purified solutions were monitored by dynamic light
122 scattering (DLS) to ensure that the samples exhibited only a
123 single narrow size distribution centered at 8 nm (diameter), in
124 agreement with the literature value.18 Protein concentrations
125 were determined spectrophotometrically using an extinction
126 coefficient of 1.224 cm2/mg. SLS and DLS data were collected
127 using an ALV 5000F CGS-8F goniometer (ALV GmbH,
128 Langen, Germany) at a wavelength of 632.8 nm. Angular scans
129 were performed from 50 to 130° in 5° incremental steps. All
130 measurements were performed at 25 °C, and toluene was used
131 as a reference to obtain data on an absolute scale.
132 SAXS spectra were recorded on an automated pinhole
133 system (Ganesha, JJ X-ray System ApS) equipped with a
134 motorized two-dimensional Pilatus detector (Dectris Ltd.,
135 Switzerland), at a wavelength of 1.5408 Å. Data were collected
136 at three different sample-to-detector distances (1491, 480, and

137180 mm) to give a scattering vector range of 0.003 Å−1 ≤ q ≤

1381.4 Å−1. Raw SAXS images were processed using the SAXSGUI
139software for radial averaging and background subtraction. All
140SAXS measurements were performed at 25 °C. A measurement
141of water was used to bring data onto an absolute scale.19 To
142obtain effective structure factors, the scattering values from low-
143concentration samples (C ≈ 5 mg/mL) were taken as form
144factors.

145■ INTEGRAL EQUATION THEORY

146We follow Wertheim17 in adopting a model consisting of an
147isotropic interaction, ϕiso(r), complemented by a site−site
148 f1attraction of the square-well form, as illustrated in Figure 1. The

149orientationally averaged Mayer function involving the site−site
150attraction is

̅ = −
+ − + +βϵf r

A d r A d r

d r
( ) (e 1)

( 2 ) (2 2 )

24A

2

2
151(1)

152where A and ϵ are the range and depth, respectively, of the
153square-well attraction, d is the distance from the sphere center
154to the attraction site, r is the center−center separation, and β =
155(kBT)

−1 is the inverse thermal energy. As noted by Wertheim,17

156for site−site attraction ranges that satisfy (with D being the
157sphere diameter)

< + − < − ≤A d D d D0 2 (2 3 ) 0.134 158(2)

159the attraction site can only accommodate at most one other
160particle. As a consequence of the restriction to dimer formation,
161the closure and Ornstein−Zernike equations can be orienta-
162tionally averaged to read

∫∑ ρ= + ′ | − ′| ′
=
=

h r c c r h r r r( ) ( ) ( ) dij ij
k
l

ik kl lj
0,1
0,1 163(3)

164where ρ00 = ρ, ρ01 = ρ10 = ρ0, and ρ11 = 0 in terms of the total
165number density, ρ, and the monomer number density, ρ0. The
166monomer number density is obtained by enforcing the
167following relation

Figure 1. Two like-sized spheres of diameter D separated by center−
center distance r. Each sphere carries an attraction site a distance of d
= |d| from the center, with the attraction range, A, measured along the
site−site separation vector, z. When the smaller spheres centered on
the attractive sites overlap, an attraction of magnitude ϵ is generated.
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170 A Percus−Yevick-like closure (with gij(r) = hij(r) + δi0δ j0)
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172 and a reference hypernetted chain closure, both devised by
173 Wertheim,16 were used. These were found to yield results that
174 were indistinguishable in the range of volume fractions
175 investigated, 0 < ϕ < 0.15.
176 The above equations were reformulated in terms of the
177 continuous function, γij(r) = hij(r) − cij(r), and solved by
178 iteration. Briefly, the iteration was initiated by taking γij(r) = 0
179 and g00(r) = 1, based on which eq 4 was solved to yield an
180 estimate for ρ0. The cij(r) functions were then determined from
181 the closure and numerically Fourier transformed. The
182 Ornstein−Zernike equations were solved for the Fourier-
183 transformed γij(r) functions, which were Fourier back-trans-
184 formed to serve as input in the second iteration step. An
185 algorithm to improve the convergence was also employed,20

186 and discontinuities in the cij(r) functions were handled in the
187 Fourier transformation step as described by Klein and
188 D’Aguanno.21 The model structure factors were determined
189 from the Fourier transform of the complete radial distribution
190 function, given as g(r) = g00(r) + (ρ0/ρ)(g01(r) + g10(r)) + (ρ0/
191 ρ)2g11(r).

22 In typical calculations, the center−center separation
192 was uniformly discretized in 215 increments, with Δr = 0.002D.
193 In addition, for the sake of comparison, Baxter’s adhesive
194 sphere model23 was also employed.

195 ■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

f2 196 Figure 2 shows a partial Zimm plot based on SLS data for
197 lactoferrin solutions collected for ionic strengths of 35 and 200
198 mM. For the former case, the patch attraction is active and
199 dominant, whereas for the latter case, it is inactive. This can be
200 seen from the difference in low-concentration slopes, which
201 provide a measure of the second virial coefficient. The inset of
202 Figure 2 shows B2 values for a range of ionic strengths,
203 illustrating the nonmonotonic dependence of B2 on salt
204 concentration studied previously.6 The arrows in the inset
205 point to the negative-valued B2 for 35 mM added salt, and the
206 close-to-zero value of B2 results when 200 mM salt is added. In
207 the following sections, lactoferrin solutions under these two
208 conditions have been studied for concentrations of up to about
209 150 mg/mL using both SLS and SAXS. Rather than analyzing
210 the scattered intensity directly, we focus on the behavior of the
211 effective structure factor, S(q) = (ρP(q))−1I(q), which removes
212 some of the effect of the form factor, P(q). Importantly, this
213 manipulation removes the effect of increasing the number
214 density of scatterers, which, together with excluded-volume
215 interactions, causes the intensity at low q to show a maximum
216 as a function of concentration. In other words, the
217 concentration-induced changes in the structure factors
218 investigated here are due to the protein interactions.

f3 219 Figure 3 shows effective structure factors, obtained from
220 absolute intensities divided by a dilution-limiting measurement
221 in the absence of correlation effects. The lowest-q data were
222 obtained from SLS measurements, and the data to the right of

Figure 2. Partial Zimm plot using SLS data for the inverse
concentration-normalized Rayleigh ratio, R90, as a function of protein
concentration for added salt concentrations of 200 and 35 mM, as
labeled. Two sets of data (squares and circles) have been recorded at
both salt concentrations. The dilution-limiting slopes determine the
second virial coefficient, B2, given in units of nm3 as a function of salt
concentration in the inset. The arrows in the inset indicate the B2

values for 35 and 200 mM.

Figure 3. Comparison of Baxter adhesive sphere structure factors
(lines) with effective structure factors obtained from SAXS (right of
gap) and SLS (left of gap) of lactoferrin at 35 and 200 mM salt, pH 7
(T = 25 °C). The effective protein diameter in the analysis was set to 6
nm to obtain reasonable agreement between the data and model at
higher q.
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223 the slight gap in q were from SAXS measurements. These
224 structure factors behave very differently, depending on whether
225 the patch is turned on (35 mM salt) or off (200 mM salt). In
226 the presence of the patch attraction, not only does S(q) shows a
227 characteristic low-q upturn for all except the most concentrated
228 sample, but the low-q scattering also exhibits a nonmonotonic
229 concentration dependence (cf. Figure 3). As the protein
230 concentration is increased away from the dilute limit, the low-q
231 upturn of the structure factor initially becomes more
232 pronounced. As the protein concentration is increased further,
233 the low-q limit of the structure factor begins to decrease,
234 suggesting that the patch attraction gives way to excluded-
235 volume-like interactions as the protein solution becomes more
236 concentrated. The behavior is quite different at the 200 mM
237 salt concentration. As the protein concentration is increased,
238 the scattering at low-q values becomes increasingly more
239 suppressed, as expected for particles interacting via repulsion.
240 Proceeding along the lines of Fine et al.12 and Piazza et al.,13

241 who adopted a spherically symmetric adhesive interaction, as
242 given by Baxter’s adhesive sphere model,23 to model γII-
243 crystallin and lysozyme solutions, we attempt to fit the
244 experimental structure factors using this model. In the present
245 case, however, the stickiness parameter, τ, in Baxter’s model
246 must be varied freely to get reasonable agreement with the
247 scattering data at either salt concentration. As shown in Figure
248 3, the adhesive sphere model applied in this way captures the
249 dependence on q and volume fraction reasonably well for 35
250 mM NaCl and quantitatively for 200 mM NaCl. However, the

f4 251 resulting values for τ in Figure 4 show that the system behaves

252 as if the particles were subject to a strong attraction (low values
253 of τ) at low protein concentrations and a much weaker
254 attraction (higher values of τ) at higher protein concentrations
255 at both salt concentrations studied. In fact, τ values near 0.1, as
256 obtained at the lowest protein concentrations in the presence of
257 a strong patch attraction, cause a fluid−fluid phase transition at
258 about 10-fold higher concentrations for the adhesive sphere
259 model.24 This apparent variation in the interaction with
260 concentration is in complete contrast to the findings for γII-
261 crystallin and lysozyme solutions.12,13 However, Scherer and
262 co-workers,14 using a constant τ in the adhesive sphere model,
263 found significant deviations from data for a monoclonal
264 antibody when the second virial coefficient was negative.
265 They attribute the deviation to self-association. Following this

266line of reasoning, we now demonstrate that the apparent
267concentration dependence of the interaction can indeed be
268removed simply by treating the attraction as highly directional
269instead.
270We adopt a model of spherical particles interacting via a
271single attractive site placed off-center such that the overall
272interaction becomes patchy. The tendency for the particles to
273appear less attractive at higher concentrations now comes about
274far more naturally. By constraining the off-center attraction to
275short ranges, the system spontaneously associates into dimers
276to varying extents, depending on patch strength and protein
277concentration. Because of steric blocking of the attractive patch,
278the system becomes increasingly governed by excluded-volume
279interactions, once a sufficient amount of dimers have formed, as
280the volume fraction is increased. Such single-patch systems have
281been studied in the past by conventional integral equation
282theory and computer simulations over rather broad ranges of
283parameters.25 Here, we are interested in dilute-to-semidilute
284solutions and turn to the integral equation theory by
285Wertheim,15−17 which is particularly well suited for dealing
286with highly directional attractions. Proteins are initially treated
287as hard spheres interacting in addition via a short-range square-
288well attraction placed at the sphere surface, such that trimer
289formation is completely suppressed. For this simple model, the
290two-density integral equations to be solved involve only
291orientationally averaged quantities,17 and these have been
292solved numerically.
293 f5Figure 5 shows predictions for the long wavelength limit of
294the structure factor, S(0), from Wertheim’s integral equation
295theory for one-patch spheres, with the patch located at the
296surface with an attractive range extending 10% of the sphere
297diameter. The system is controlled by the volume fraction of
298the spheres and the patch strength. For very strong patch
299attractions, such as βϵ = 25 in Figure 5, the structure factor of
300the spheres tends to the isothermal compressibility of hard-

301
sphere dimers with the ideal gas result, = =

ρ

β

∂

∂( )S(0) 2
p

T

0 , in

302the dilute limit.26 Because of excluded-volume interactions,
303S(0) decreases monotonically from 2 as a function of the
304volume fraction. A similar monotonic decrease with increasing
305ϕ occurs for weak patch strengths, βϵ ≲ 10 in Figure 5, such
306that excluded-volume interactions again dominate. In contrast,
307for intermediate patch strengths, a nonmonotonic behavior of
308S(0) as a function of volume fraction is predicted. For this
309range of patch strengths, the attraction leads to a buildup of
310dimers as a function of volume fraction and a decrease of
311monomers. Once the dimer concentration becomes sufficiently
312high, the effect of the patch attraction is diminished, and again,
313excluded-volume interactions become dominant because the
314short range of the patch attraction prohibits bonding of
315multiple spheres.
316Compared to the experimental results in Figure 5, the model
317calculations capture the behavior qualitatively for the case of an
318active, dominant patch, that is, at 35 mM. As previously shown
319by computer simulations,5,6 the patch originates from a subtle
320interplay between electrostatic and dispersion interactions.
321Adding an electrolyte screens the electrostatics, which
322eliminates the effect on measurements of the second virial
323coefficient in Figure 2. Consistent with these observations, the
324data for S(0) for an ionic strength of 200 mM in Figure 5
325exhibit a close-to-zero slope in the dilute limit, corresponding
326to B2 ≈ 0 (see Figure 2), and no maximum as a function of ϕ.
327Lowering the ionic strength to 35 mM, on the other hand,

Figure 4. Baxter τ parameter as a function of protein volume fraction
and added salt concentration, as extracted from the fitting of the
adhesive sphere structure factors in Figure 3.
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328 produces an initial increase in S(0) with volume fraction,
329 corresponding to B2 < 0 in Figure 2, and a sharp maximum at
330 about ϕ ≈ 0.02−0.03.
331 Although in qualitative accord with the experiments, the
332 integral equation theory for hard spheres with a single patch
333 produces maxima in S(0) at ϕ ≲ 0.01. The agreement between
334 Wertheim theory for S(0) and the experimental data for 35 mM
335 NaCl can be improved by adding an isotropic interaction that is
336 closer to reality than the hard-sphere one. Adding isotropic
337 repulsions beyond the hard-core interaction, in addition to the
338 patch attraction, results in moving of the maximum in S(0) to
339 lower volume fractions. This shift in the monomer−dimer
340 equilibrium presumably occurs because more particles are
341 repelled into bonded patch−patch configurations. Conversely,
342 isotropic attractions in addition to the patch attraction lead to

343the opposite effect, whereby the maximum is shifted to higher
344volume fractions. In this case, the patch−patch attraction
345competes with the isotropic attraction, and somewhat higher
346concentrations are required before a sufficient number of
347dimers are formed to bring about a behavior dominated by
348excluded volume.
349In Figure 5, we have superimposed the following isotropic
350potential27 on the patch attraction
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352where the repulsive part is a screened Coulomb interaction,
353involving Bjerrum length LB, Debye length κd

−1, and effective
354protein charge Zeff. The additional isotropic attraction in eq 7,
355intended to model van der Waals attraction, has for the sake of
356simplicity been given the Yukawa form, with decay length κa

−1

357and maximum well depth K. In an attempt to assign reasonable
358values to these parameters, the diameter has been taken as 6
359nm, as was done in the modeling of the structure factor using
360the adhesive sphere model in Figure 3. To assign a value to the
361effective protein charge, we follow the method of Palberg et
362al.28 and estimate it from the Debye−Hückel expression,

κ= + ζ| |
Z D(1 /2)

D

L

e

k Teff 2 B B

, with the surface potential exchanged

363for zeta potential ζ. This results in a low charge of Zeff = 2,
364which reflects a measured zeta potential of +4.5 mV at pH 7
365and 35 mM. This low value of zeta potential agrees well with
366results from other experiments.29 The Debye length was
367determined from the 35 mM bulk electrolyte concentration,
368and the parameters governing the isotropic attraction were set
369to κa = 20D−1 and K = 1kBT to mimic van der Waals attraction.
370With these parameters, the monomer−dimer equilibrium can
371be shifted so as to give a maximum close to that seen
372experimentally at 35 mM, as shown in Figure 5. In contrast to
373the concentration-dependent τ used in the absence of the patch
374attraction, a constant patch strength of 11.2kBT was used for all
375ϕ to capture the behavior at 35 mM in Figure 5. With the same
376parameter values for the isotropic potential, aside from the
377much shorter Debye length, the monotonic behavior of the data
378for 200 mM can be qualitatively reproduced if the patch
379strength is reduced or removed altogether. In Figure 5, a patch
380strength of 0kBT has been chosen.
381The lower panel of Figure 5 shows the resulting monomer
382mole fraction for the 35 mM case as a function of volume
383fraction. As the overall concentration is increased, the fraction
384of dimers gradually increases at the expense of the monomer
385fraction. However, at volume fractions well past the maximum
386in S(0), there remains an appreciable monomer fraction in
387equilibrium with the dimers formed because of the patch
388attraction.
389A final remark concerns the one-patch model, which leaves
390particles free to rotate about the site−site axis. In the Monte
391Carlo simulations5 of protein pairs, such rotations were never
392observed. Rather, for proteins in a dimer, only a few
393configurations were observed, with protein molecules severely
394restricted orientationally relative to one another. A two-patch
395model could be used to constrain dimer configurations, and
396although it would be more physically appealing, it would also
397lead to a more complicated model, which we leave for future
398studies.

Figure 5. Long wavelength limit of the structure factor and
monomer−dimer equilibrium as functions of the volume fraction.
Top panel: results from Wertheim’s integral equation theory for single-
patch hard spheres are shown as solid lines for various patch strengths,
as labeled. For the experiments, the data have been obtained by
extrapolation of low-q data for the measured structure factor at the two
NaCl concentrations, as labeled. Middle panel: results from
Wertheim’s integral equation theory for single-patch spheres are
shown as solid lines for patch strengths of 11.2 (top) and 0 (bottom),
using in addition an isotropic double Yukawa interaction. Bottom
panel: mole fraction of monomers, produced by Wertheim theory,
corresponding to the 35 mM case above.
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399 ■ CONCLUSIONS

400 Effective structure factors have been determined for lactoferrin
401 solutions. These reveal a drastically different behavior at low q,
402 depending on the salt concentration. At 35 mM, a non-
403 monotonic dependence of S(0) on volume fraction results,
404 whereas a monotonic decrease is observed at 200 mM. This
405 behavior correlates with a negative-valued and near-zero-valued
406 second virial coefficient, respectively. Such maxima in S(0)
407 generally appear for particles subject to sufficiently strong
408 attractions. However, in the present case of lactoferrin
409 solutions, the low volume fraction at the maximum points to
410 a patch−patch attraction, such that association into dimers
411 prevents further association into higher-order oligomers.
412 A simple model based on a patch attraction, restricted to
413 inhibit trimers and higher-order oligomers, explains how a low-
414 concentration maximum in the low-q-limiting structure factor
415 develops because of dimerization and subsequent blocking of
416 the attraction site. In contrast, assuming that the system is
417 governed by isotropic interactions only leads to a strongly
418 concentration-dependent interaction, which is, if not unphys-
419 ical, certainly highly questionable. Furthermore, Wertheim’s
420 integral equation theory with explicit dimers can be brought
421 into semiquantitative accord with data by superposing an
422 isotropic interaction on the patch attraction. In this way, the
423 pathway from monomers under very dilute conditions to mixed
424 monomer−dimer states at higher concentrations can be
425 described within a consistent statistical mechanical framework,
426 with the capacity of predicting both structure and solution
427 properties.
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The phase behavior of lactoferrin has been studied as a function of concentration at a pH and ionic strength where lactoferrin is
known to interact effectively via a patch-patch attraction. In contrast to isotropic attractive potentials, the directional attraction
gives rise to a different phase or solution behavior. Initially, at low concentrations, the protein starts to dimerize. As the
concentration is increased, the protein self-assembles into elongated, stripe-like structures at intermediate protein concentrations,
a behavior which has been predicted for the case of attractive one-patch colloids. The stripe phase is surprisingly difficult to detect
using conventional techniques, i.e. small-angle X-ray scattering, due to only a small fraction of the protein are participating in
the stripes combined with susceptible sedimentation due to micron-sized entities. This is circumvented by monitoring the change
in the overall protein concentration by static light scattering and the stripe formation can be followed. For visualization of the
structures Cryo-TEM is used.

1 Introduction

Protein dimerization, oligomerization and association into
higher ordered structures are fundamental processes in biol-
ogy1,2. For some proteins it is their natural behavior and
part of their biological function3. For others it is a part of
progressio morbi of a number of neurodegenerative diseases
where partial protein unfolding may lead to fibrillation and
amyloid formation4. From a biophysical point of view, to
understand various pathways of protein folding/unfolding and
self-assembly and identifying their key mechanisms is of high
importance. This is severely hampered by the intrinsic com-
plexity of the vast diversity in protein shape and the distribu-
tion of the amino acids. The resulting overall protein-protein
interactions are highly complex, and it quickly becomes diffi-
cult to determine which kind of interactions is not only present
but also dominates for a particular protein.

Patchy interactions is a special kind of intermolecular inter-
actions that implies the presence of special groups of residues
or sites on the interacting molecules that induce anisotropic
potentials, i.e. intermolecular interactions become highly di-

† Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI) available: [details of any
supplementary information available should be included here]. See DOI:
10.1039/b000000x/
a Division of Physical Chemistry, Lund University, POB 124, 22100 Lund,
Sweden.
b Division of Theoretical Chemistry, Lund University, POB 124, 22100 Lund,
Sweden.
∗ Fax: +46 (0)46 222 4413; Tel: +46 (0)46 222 8185; E-mail: ma-
lin.zackrisson@fkem1.lu.se

rectional and spatially asymmetric. In the case of proteins, the
origin of patch-patch attractions was recently found to be of
electrostatic origin which explains the strong impact of the so-
lution pH and ionic strength5–8. Also the nature of the surface
residues9 and the directional nature of the patch7 are impor-
tant factors in alternating the protein interaction potentials.

The idea to view proteins as patchy colloids is not new10,
but for this particular protein studied here, lactoferrin, re-
cent orthogonal data from which lactoferrin has been shown
to interact in a highly stereospecific way show the interac-
tions to follow the behavior of spheres with a one-site at-
traction5,6. Metropolis Monto Carlo simulation of lactofer-
rin predicted a highly stereo-specific attraction stemming from
an electrostatic attractive patch composed of a few amino-
acid residues located at the protein surface7. This highly
directional interaction between lactoferrin molecules mani-
fests as a non-monotonic behavior of the second virial co-
efficient, B2, as a function of ionic strength, and leads to a
concentration-induced self-association into dimers as the pre-
cursor for further phase variations5,6. To calculate a phase
diagram for globular proteins based on spherical models with
anisotropic interactions one needs to take directional patchy
attractions into account11,12. Computer simulations on beads
with variable number, size and strength of patches display rich
phase diagrams13,14. In particular, the formation of elongated
structures, wires, occurs in simulations under relatively small
patch-to-sphere coverage ratio14 which has until now not been
seen for one-patch proteins or colloids.

In this work, we investigate the self-association and phase
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diagram of the milk protein lactoferrin in the range of pH and
ionic strength where it is known to be interacting effectively as
an attractive one-patch colloid6. We show that with the grow
of protein concentration, protein dimers in equilibrium with
monomers6 appear due to the patch attractions. As the con-
centration is increased further, the patch attractions lead to for-
mation of highly ordered, monodisperse macroscopic stripe-
like structures. These structures are experimentally challeng-
ing to detect and investigate due to the low concentration and
the structures being large enough to sediment due to gravity.
We here show how the formation of the structures can be fol-
lowed indirectly by monitoring the overall scattered intensity
by means of static light scattering (SLS) and investigated and
visualized using cryo-TEM. Furthermore, we hypothesize that
the structures are formed in equilibrium as a consequence of
the attractive patch. This is corroborated on the prediction of
such wires in simulations on one-patch attractive spheres14.

2 Materials and Methods

Bovine lactoferrin (>96% purity) with a molecular weight of
80 KDa15 was purchased from Morinaga Milk Industry Co.,
Ltd., Japan. Monomeric solutions were prepared by dissolv-
ing the protein powder at a concentration of 2 g/L in NaOAc
buffer of 5 mM ionic strength and pH 5.5 for a minimum of 48
hours, at room temperature. Purification and buffer exchange
to tris buffer at pH 7 followed by concentrating dilute solu-
tions were achieved by centrifugal filtration (Millipore Am-
icon, 50 and 100 kDa MWCO). The buffers used contained
only monovalent electrolyte to minimize ion adsorption. Con-
version from mass concentration (mg/mL) to volume fractions
was done using a protein density of 1.3824 g/mL. A constant
temperature of 25±0.1◦C was maintained in all experimental
measurements. Further details of the characterization of the
protein can be found elsewhere5.

Purified protein solutions were monitored by dynamic light
scattering (DLS) to ensure a narrow size distribution, (≥ 95%)
centered at 4 nm in agreement with the literature value15. Pro-
tein concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically
with an extinction coefficient of 1.2673 cm2/mg.

The static and dynamic light scattering experiments were
performed using an ALV 5000F CGS-8F goniometer (ALV,
Germany) and correlator equipped with a He-Ne laser diode
(Spectra Physics, 127V/50 mW), operating at a wavelength
λ = 632.8 nm.

Cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) was
conducted at the National Center for High Resolution Elec-
tron Microscopy at Lund University, Sweden. Images were
recorded on a Gatan 791 CCD camera equipped with an Gatan
GIF 100 imaging filtering system. Samples were prepared
and transferred using an Oxford CT 3500 Cryoholder. Images
were analyzed by using the ImageJ software16.

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) was carried
out using an inverted confocal laser scanning microscope (Le-
ica DMI6000) equipped with an SP5 tandem scanner using a
100 X times oil immersion objective. The protein solutions
were sandwiched between coverslips and hermetically sealed.
The glass surface were pre-coated with poly-L-lycine for sta-
bilization. Fluorescence labeling of lactoferrin was done with
Alexa 647 purchased from Molecular Probes. The dye to pro-
tein molar ratio was kept at 1:156, in order to minimize dye
molecules influencing the protein-protein interactions.

3 Results

We here bring lactoferrin up to high protein concentrations
(200 mg/mL) at conditions where it self-associates and forms
concentration-induced dimers exactly in the attractive minima
of the second virial coefficient in order to investigate how the
presence of highly directional patch attractions5,17 affects the
phase diagram at higher concentrations. The self-association
of lactoferrin monomers influences the static and dynamic
properties of the solution. At the initial stage, one expects
dimerization of the monomers to decrease the number density
while increasing the particle size. The overall effect is a slight
increment of scattered intensity due to the fact that scattered
intensity has a stronger dependence on the particle size than
on the number density of particles18. This trend is depicted as
a function of time in figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Time evolution of angularly averaged intensity obtained from
static light scattering on a wire-forming 100 mg/mL lactoferrin
sample, at pH 7 and 35 mM. Green line is a polynomial fit to the
data.

Within the first four days, the scattered intensity originates
from multiple molecular species of different size. After four
days incubation the intensity profile starts to decrease. This is
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Fig. 2 Upper panel show two typical cryo-TEM images, of different magnification, of the new stripe structures of lactoferrin at patch
attraction conditions corresponding to pH 7 and 35 mM salt. Lower panel show the schematic phase diagram of lactoferrin.

due to the formation of macro-sized objects which sediment
to the bottom of the light scattering cuvette. This leads to a
small but detectable decrease of the protein concentration in
the bulk which manifests by a lowering of the total scattered
intensity. The characterization of the new structures was in-
herently difficult because the amount of macro-sized objects is
too small, and could not be detected using small-angle X-ray
scattering. Instead, they were investigated using different mi-
croscopy techniques (cryo-TEM and CSLM). Cryo-TEM im-
ages of the new stripe phase are shown in the upper part of fig-
ure 2 at different magnifications. Ice is seen as dark spherical
points in one of the micrographs and should not be misinter-
preted as protein structures.

Systematic cryo-TEM measurements were undertaken at
different protein concentrations, at patch conditions corre-
sponding to pH 7 and 35 mM salt. Stripes formed at a protein
concentration range between 80 mg/mL and 135 mg/mL after

allowing for equilibration which roughly for this system took
up to 14 days. We note (but do not show) at concentrations
slightly smaller than 80 mg/mL, thin thread-like pre-structures
had formed which may be unripe stripes or a separate struc-
ture. The stripes are stiff structures approximately 100 nm
wide and micron-sized in length, ranging from one microme-
ter to few micrometers. The experiments were validated by re-
peating the cryo-TEM experiments on separate series of con-
centrations, which confirmed the stripe and string structures.
In general, the structures were only formed after a few weeks
of equilibration, images taken immediately after preparation
showed no signs of stripes or wires. The low contrast found
in the cryo-TEM images is a consequence of the high concen-
trations of single, dimer and possible higher order oligomeric
protein molecules sitting in the background solvent. This is
also reflected in the pixel profile densities. The difference in
contrast between strings and background is very low, around
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Fig. 3 Confocal microscope image of the stripe structures formed
by lactoferrin at pH 7 and 35 mM salt. Alexa 647 was used as
fluorescent label.

5% intensity. Nevertheless, the width of the strings can be ex-
tracted from the pixel profile and is determined to be around
12 nm which is comparable to twice the monomer size, ob-
tained from DLS6. From this we conclude that the strings are
likely composed of dimeric building blocks. The pixel density
of the stripes are much higher with a difference in the intensity
of about 15% compared to the background. Interestingly, the
stripes have similar thickness as the string structures.

We conclude our observations by a simple test of the
fragility of the structures. The stripes break into short frag-
ments when a gentle stirring is applied before loading on
the cryo-grid, which implies that the interactions between the
building blocks of the stripes are not strong.

To further strengthen our observations and dismiss the pos-
sibility of the stripes and strings as structural artifacts in-
duced by the cryo freezing, confocal microscopy was also con-
ducted on samples where stripe structures had been observed
in Cryo-TEM. The resulting imaging from CSLM shows also
the stripes which can be seen in figure 3.

4 Conclusions

A schematic phase diagram of protein concentration under
conditions when patch attraction dominates in the system is
here presented. Increasing the protein concentration leads the
stripe formation which is agreement with computer simula-
tions on one-patch colloids with small patch coverage. We
hypothesize that the structures are formed in equilibrium as a
consequence of the attractive patch.
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Abstract

Charge capacitance of lactoferrin, which is a large protein molecule, was revealed

from titration experiments and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The results from both

methods were found to be in a qualitatively good agreement. Dimerization of lactoferrin

at pH 10 was found to have a minor effect on the capacitance as a function of pH

compared to the monomer titration shown by MC simulations. Dynamic and static

light scattering (DLS, SLS) experiments show that lactoferrin molecules are associated

into trimers or tetramers, at pH 10. The interaction mechanism is discussed.

Introduction

Electrostatic interactions play an important role for in the solution behavior of proteins. This

is manifested by the fact that a change in pH or ionic strength have a significant effect on

the properties of protein solutions. For pH values far from the isoelectric point of the protein

in question, Coulomb interactions originating from the overall net charges are predominant.

When pH is close to the isoelectric point of the protein, electrostatic interactions sensitive

to the protein charge distribution become important. This type of interaction was described
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by Kirkwood to originate from charge fluctuations.1 Proteins composed of large number of

neutral and ionizable amino acid residues where protons can attach, have numerous possible

electric charge configurations. Fluctuations between the possible configurations induce an

electrostatic correlation which has an attractive nature.

Previous studies of lactoferrin solution by both computer simulations and experiments2–4

have suggested an attractive mechanism of interactions in the system at 35 mM of salt and

pH 7 by showing that absolute charges do not fluctuate when proteins approach each other,

instead lactoferrin shows a patch attraction due to a few charged amino acids under these

conditions. Here, we are interested in conditions where charge fluctuations are expected to

play a dominant role.

Interactions induced by charge fluctuations have a direct connection with the charge

capacitance of a protein.5,6 It has been shown previously that the protein capacitance is the

derivative of the protein titration curve.5,7 Experimentally the protein charge capacitance

was calculated from titration measurements on a small-sized protein, calbindin D9k.8,9 Thus

to determine the conditions for charge regulation in a solution of large protein, lactoferrin,

a study of charge capacitance is needed.

Materials and Methods

Experiments

Lactoferrin is a globular protein composed of two domains, having a peanut shape with long

axis about 10 nm and short axis 6 nm.10,11 The theoretical isoelectric point (pI) of lactoferrin

is 9.4.2 Experiments provide a pI ranged from 8 to 9.12,13 Raw lactoferrin was purchased from

Morinaga Milk Industry Co. Ltd., Japan with a purity of >96%. Mature and pure protein

solution was prepared as described in the previous work.3

A titrating spectrometer (Probe Drum) was used for titration experiments. The pH-

meter was calibrated on pH standards (Thermo Science) from pH 1–12 before the titration

experiments. The protein solution was controlled to have a concentration in the range

from 5 mg/mL to 10 mg/mL with a volume of 1 mL, in order to have measurable proton

association/dissociation from the proteins. Buffer chemicals were not included in the solvent.

The protein solution was prepared at two ionic strengths, 35 mM and 200 mM, for the

titration experiments.

One complete titration is composed of two parts: an acidic titration roughly from pH 7–

1.5, and a basic titration roughly from pH 4–12. Titrating from both pH ends is not feasible

because of the difficulty in sample preparation. Another level of complexity comes from the
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fact that lactoferrin denatures at low pH, and high pH solution is hard to be maintained due

to the adsorption of CO2.

HCl and NaOH are the acidic and basic titrants with a concentration of 1 M. The step

size of adding a titrant is adjusted to have a reasonable distribution of pH points. After each

titrant injection a stirring process and equilibrating time are imposed. The consumption of

titrant by the bulk water is removed by using the following relation

{ ±nt = [H+]fVf − [H+]iVi + [OH−]iVi − [OH−]fVf ,

nt = (Vf − Vi)ct,
(1)

where nt is the molar number of titrant, ± depends on if it is acidic or basic titration. [H+]i

and [H+]f are the concentration of protons before and after adding a titrant, calculated

from pH via pH = −log10[H+]. [OH−]i and [OH−]f are obtained by using water dissociate

constant, [H+][OH−] = 13.998 for 35 mM and 14.003 for 200 mM at 25◦C.14

Theoretically a protein is expected to be fully protonated at low pH resulting in a titration

plateau. By fitting the acidic part of the titration curve at low pH using 15

nH+ = NAsp
enAsp(pH−pKaAsp)

1 + enAsp(pH−pKaAsp)
+NGlu

enGlu(pH−pKaGlu)

1 + enGlu(pH−pKaGlu)
(2)

provides an absolute scaling for the titration curve of the overall protein charges. nH+ is the

number of dissociated protons, nAsp and nGlu are the numbers of dissociated aspartic (Asp)

and glutamic acids (Glu). Asp and Glu have the lowest acid dissociation constants,16 and

for this reason they are used to calculate the theoretical fittings at low pH.

Taking the derivative of the protein titration curve provides the capacitance, C, resulting

in the equation 5

C = − 1

ln 10

∂〈Z〉
∂pH

, (3)

where Z is the number of protons dissociated per protein.

Collective diffusion as a function of protein concentration is measured by dynamic light

scattering (DLS). Extrapolation of diffusion to a zero-concentration limit gives D0, which

can be used to calculate the hydrodynamic radius of protein, rh, by using Stokes-Einstein

equation

D0 =
kBT

6πηrh
, (4)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, η is the viscosity of the solvent.

Static light scattering can be used to determine the molecular weight of a protein, Mw,

and the second virial coefficient, B2. B2 is a quantity describing the overall interaction
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of the system, positive second virial coefficient indicates overall repulsion and negative B2

corresponds to overall attraction. B2 can be extracted from a reduced Zimm plot, for samples

where there is no angular variation using the equation

KC

R90

=
1

Mw

+
2NAB2

M2
w

C, (5)

where

K =
4π2n2

0(dn/dC)2

NAλ4
(6)

C is the protein concentration, R90 is the Rayleigh ratio measured at angle of 90◦, NA is

Avogadro’s number, n0 is the refractive index of solvent, λ is the wavelength, and dn/dC is

the increment refractive index.

Static and dynamic light scattering (SLS and DLS) are performed simultaneously on

ALV instrument 5000F CGS-8F goniometer from Gernamy.

The zeta potential (ZP) was calculated from the measured electrophoretic mobility ac-

cording to the Henry equation

UE =
2εzf(Ka)

3η
, (7)

where UE is the electrophoretic mobility, z is the Zeta potential, ε is the dielectric constant,

η is the viscosity, f(Ka) is Henry’s function which is approximated (Huckel approximation)

to be 1.0 in a small particles system. The instrument used was Malvern Zetasizer (Nano-ZS),

and the diffusion barrier technique was applied to minimize the probability of protein being

in contact with electrodes.

Metropolis Monte Carlo Simulations

The theoretical results were obtained from Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, per-

formed using the Faunus framework.17 We use a rigid coarse-grained protein model, derived

from experimental protein structures, where amino acids were represented by soft spheres.

The protein models were based on crystal structures from the PDB repository of bovine

(1BLF).10 This method was applied previously to several different systems,2,18 including

studies of large proteins and thermodynamic properties of protein solutions.19 pH dependent

charges of titratable residues were placed in the center of the amino acid spheres. Charges

were obtained from simulations with single proteins in precence of explicit salt as described

previously.2,6 The protonation states were allowed to fluctuate and salt particles were treated

explicitly in a Grand Canonical MC scheme, i.e. under constant chemical section.
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Results and Discussion

The titration results at two different ionic strengths, 35 mM and 200 mM, at pH 10 are

shown in figure 1. To obtain proton association per protein, titration background needs to

be subtracted. It is highly challenging to titrate water repetitively, therefore the theoretical

titration of water is used as a background. The data is presented in terms of associated

protons from the acidic end. It is calculated from experimental number of added titrants at

each pH step. Negative values indicate protons dissociating from positively charged amino

acid residues. Using spline interpolation of the experimental repetitions, acidic titration

(full circles) and basic titration (full squares) are merged based on minimizing the standard

deviations of overlapping points, and the averages (full lines) are calculated afterwards.
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Figure 1: Lactoferrin titration at two ionic strengths (35 mM in black, and 200 mM in red).
Symbols are experimental data, repetitions are included. Two lines are the average of spline
interpolation of each salt repetitions.

A titration plateau is necessary to put the titration curve on an absolute scale, which
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represents the correct state of protein overall charges. Experiments show difficulty obtaining

this titration plateau due to protein denaturation and large proton consumption by water at

low pH. Instead, a theoretical titration plateau was calculated by using Asp and Glu residues

to fit the low pH part of titration curve. Theoretical plateau guides to scale the experimental

data to absolute values. The discrepancy of experimental repetitions at low pH decreases

the accuracy of theoretical plateau. Preliminary theoretical fits provide an isoelectric point

(zero charge) and isoionic point (zero ion adsorption) around 8 as shown in figure 1, which

is reasonable when comparing with the corresponding values in literature.12
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Figure 2: Capacitance (left) and protein charge (right) of lactoferrin as a function of pH at
35 mM (red) and 200 mM (black) salt concentrations. From MC simulations of lactoferrin
monomers (dashed), dimers (fully drawn), and measured (symbols).

Comparison of the computed from MC simulations and experimentally measured capac-

itance which was obtained by differentiating the titration curve is present in figure. 2. Both

show a generally increased capacitance as the salt concentration is increased. This is ex-

pected due to decreased internal repulsion because of screening. The lack of agreement at

high and low pH likely originates from the fact that not only protein but also water titrates

significantly in these regimes.

In studies of lactoferrin it has previously been suggested that binding of chloride needs to
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be taken into account to describe the electrophoretic mobility of the proteins.20 The mobility

was measured in terms of zeta potential which was found to be 4.55 mV at pH 7 and 5 mM of

salt, see table 1. By varying pH we explored the corresponding mobility above the isoelectric

point and found the zeta potential at pH 10 to be -5.23 mV.

Table 1: Measured properties at 5 and 20 mM of salt, [I], at pH 7 and pH 10.

B2 (nm3) ZP (mV) D0 (µm2/s) Mw (kg/mol)
I (mM) 5 20 5 20 5 20 5 20

pH 7 -105.58 -490* 4.55 — 57.078 56.705 81 83*

pH 10 -68.76 -251.72 -5.23 — 35.684 40.157 373 268
* value is the average of corresponding 15 and 25 mM salt results.

The results imply the absolute charge of the protein to be similar at these pH values.

However, the MC simulations set the valency of the protein at 15.0 and -5.4 at pH 7 and

pH 10, respectively. This discrepancy is in accordance with the previous observations and

suggests that ion binding may occur here.21
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Figure 3: Top panel shows collective diffusion as a function of protein concentration. Bottom
panel shows the reduced Zimm-plot. Conditions are labeled.
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In fact, the picture is more complicated when comparing these solution conditions at pH

7 and 10. Figure 3 shows in the top graph the collective diffusion as a function of protein

concentration and the lower graph show a reduced Zimm plot at 5 and 20 mM of salt, at pH 7

and pH 10, as shown in the legend. The D0 and Mw from each of the salt and pH conditions,

listed in the table 1, indicates different species at hand. At pH 7 the apparent size is around

4 nm corresponding to a monomer,10,22 also in agreement with our previous result at these

concentrations4 and the SLS derived molecular weight listed in table 1. Larger oligomers are

present at pH 10 with an apparent size of 6.5 nm and a molecular weight suggesting trimers

or possibly tetramers.

The influence of association on the titration of the protein was studied by MC simulation

and is shown in figure 2. This is a comparison of capacitance between lactoferrin dimer

and monomer. If dimerization was driven by charge regulation it would be manifested in

the stabilization of either protonated or deprotonated states of certain residues and result

in a decreased capacitance. Instead we find the capacitance independent of the aggregation

state.

B2 in table 1, extracted from slopes of the reduced Zimm plot, shows increased attraction

by increasing salt concentration from 5 to 20 mM, at both pH 7 and pH 10. This could be

due to reduced Coulomb repulsion because of salt screening. At pH 7, the identified patch

attraction3,4 contributes to the total interactions which is manifested by decreasing B2. At

pH 10, the charge regulation induces attraction which is believed to be involved in the

interaction between the trimers or tetramers due to its prominent capacitance.

Conclusions

We have examined the capacitance of lactoferrin by experimental titration and Monte Carlo

simulated titration. A qualitatively good agreement between them has been found. Two pH

conditions were identified, pH 7 and pH 10, where the proteins have opposing zeta potential

but similar absolute charges. The hydrodynamic radius and molecular weight calculated

from dynamic and static light scattering, respectively, indicates protein association. The

protein capacitance has been shown to be independent of aggregation state, as least for

dimers. Charge regulation may be a significant contribution to the total interaction at pH

10, but requires more investigation at higher salt concentration in order to draw a more

convincing conclusion.
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